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S Flea control/3
•Keeping the bargain/4
•Festival queen//0

Murray High's 400-meter relay
wins Class A state championship
Story on Sports/6

Renovations
almost done
on former jail

SCOTT NANNEY leoge•

during the
Spectators flocked to Hazel Saturday and Sunday to see the antique bicycles on display
TWO-WHEELED WONDERS:
Meet.
Swap
and
Mid-South Classic Bicycle, Cushman and Whizzer Show

Events set for Family Night in the Park
Fun for the whole family? Believe it or not, Murray's Eighth
Annual Freedom Fest kicks off with
just such an event!
Family Night in the Park,on June
30 from 4 to 8 p.m., located in the
city park, will begin five days of
celebration and excitement in Murray. Family Night will feature many
events designed for the entire family
to enjoy. Don't let your family miss
out on all the great things Freedom
Fest '95's Family Night in the Park
has to offer.
The evening will begin with a
Kids' Parade, sponsored by the
Murray Family YMCA and Fisher
Price. The parade Will give youngsters a chance to strut their patriotic
stuff at 4 p.m. Children may
participate in this costume parade as

an individual or a group. The
parade route will be in the circle
drive by the city pool. Children will
be judged in age divisions ranging
up to 11 years of age. Of course,
pictures will be taken, as Murray's
children will be the complete center
of attention during this event.
There will be some real party
animals at the Bark in the Park,
sponsored by the Humane Society
of Calloway County and the Kentucky Lake Kennel Club, at 5 p.m.
This party for dogs which have been
adopted from the animal shelter and
for their owners will be at the
Courthouse Pavilion in the city
park. In celebration of the Humane
Society's 20th anniversary, there
will be a dog cake for all to see.
All kids will get the chance to

show off their favorite dog in the
Dog Show for Mutts. Dr. Salley of
Westside Vet Clinic will judge this
"serious" competition. as the mutts
will be competing on such important qualifications as who has the
longest tail or the biggest cars.
However, if you want to bring your
dog out for the competition,remember that it must be on a leash and
have up-to-date vaccinations.
You can have your picture taken
with an oversized "Dalmation" for a
small charge. Or, maybe you'd
simply prefer to watch as the Kentucky Lake Kennel Club gives
obedience and agility demonstrations throughout the evening.

education booths for people to learn
about responsible dog ownership;
said Linda Stitt. chairperson of the
Bark in the Park committee. - How ever,our focus is to provide a fun
evening for young and old alike"
Family Night will not end with
those two events, however There
will be wagon rides behind a team of
beautiful mules,furnished by(tern
Kelso. 'Night Moves Dance Club
will do a country-western dance
exhibition. leatunng the newest line
dances as well as the eser-popular
couples dances such as the tv.o-.1cp
and schottische on the Play house in
the Park deck from 7-1,4p.m..and Dr
Terry Cancrdy will provide a pet
ting zoo featuring b all kinds of

"Both the Humane Society and
the Kennel Club will have public
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Issues begin
to emerge in
governor's race
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Revenue Cabinet is
54,000 income tax refunds behind
last year's output, but all the
refund checks will be mailed
before the end of June. deputy
cabinet secretary Rene True said.
If they're not, the state must
pay interest on the money owed.
About 300,000 Kentuckians
who filed their state income taxes
before the April 17 deadline still
are awaiting refunds, True said.
The Revenue Cabinet is studying ways to speed the refund process. True said. An accounting

firm has been reviewing the
cabinet's system and will recommend changes.
The state is not intentionally
withholding tax refunds as it has
in past years to help balance the
budget.
The reason for this year's
delay is that the Revenue Cabinet
is relying on fewer people to do
the labor-intensive job of processing 1.5 million Individual
income tax returns; True said.
In the past, the cabinet pulled
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IN MEMORY: Members of the United Daughters of the Confederacy placed a wreath Saturday at the Confederate Soldier Monument
on the court square In memory. of Confederate soldiers who died in
the CIA Ww. Picbired from left are Barbera Smothermen, president
of the local chapter; Estelle Ezell; Sally Uvesay, national chairman
for the piservation of historical sites; and Jean Murdock.

Hurricane whips Florida's Panhandle
SHELL POINT, Ha. (AP) —
Hurricane Allison buffeted Florida's Panhandle with45 mph wind
this morning, whipping high tides
into a storm serge that flooded
streets and marinas and spinning
off tornadoes before weakening.
Water rose 7 to I feet within
90t.witiiiisei after dirwit as ihn

surge hit the coast, flooding several houses and at least one
restaurant in Wakulla County,
including this town of 1.000 dee
south of Tallahassee.
"The water's coming up. and
we're moving staff out of the
houses.",said Paula &Hirt, menisci' of the SteiiihatesieCanding

fishing resort on Florida's upper
Gulf Coast.
'At about 6:30. we saw the
water was not over the road and
we were thinking. 'Oh, that's
peat.' Bet at 1:30. the water was
up to the garage doors." Benin
said.
- *Olson tvils downgraded to.

tropical storm by late morning,
with its steady wind slowed Irons
75 to 65 mph. as et moved ashore
in sparsely populated Taylor
County. about 45 miles southeast
Tallahassee.
Emergency officials to the
See'000 2-

HEBRON. Ky (AP) Ideology and expenenke were established today as the defining factors in the gubernatorial
campaign.
For Republicans Larry Forty
and Tom Handy, the issue is
ideology.
For Democrats Paul Patton and
Steve Henry. it is experience.
"We have to be very careful as
we go through this campaign that
we don't start talking about liberals and conservatives. From the
very start. I want to say this
it's going to he a conservative.
conservative choice for Kentucky" said Henry. a physician and
Jefferson County commissioner.
Forgy scoffed at such a claim
and said Pauon and Henry represent all that has been wrong with
government in Kentucky.
"We have 'had a government
of innovation, social tinkering
and constant disruption of the
states goo." Forgy said.
The appearances today before
the Kentucky County Clerks'

Association were the first volleys
in the general election campaign
And though the format dad nos
allow for exchanges between the
candidates, the two sides
attempted to outline their own
interests
Patton, the lieutenant governor
who also spent 10 years as judge.
executive of Pike County. dismissed Forgy as more talk than
KUM.

"I am not pest someone talking
about how things ought to be,"
Patton said
-Ile has not had the fortitude
to get involved .. on the local
level and try to make a differ
ence.- Patton said of his
opponent.
Forgy set what seemed to be a
contradictory theme for his campaign — critical of recent
changes in Kentucky such as the
education reform act and health
care legislation as disruptive, but
promising to deeply alter the way
government operates.
"The people of this commonwealth seek change," Porgy said.
"It is about ideology."
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Larry Madam, primeval aa Wewalandau HO School. Metre afloat
130 people spent the mita "That
was probably the biggest cents
we had That and beepag enough
coffee made." Wewahuchka is
about 25 mules north of
Apslachicola.
At II as, EDT. Alltsoa was
centered aear 30.0 north latitude
and 84.1 west longitude. or about
45 miles south-southeast of Tallahassee. It was moving northeast
at about 14 mph with storm-force
wind extending outward up to
145 auks.
Forecasters at the National
Hurricane Center said Allison
earlier brushed across St. George
Island_ an offshore bamer island
where many of the 80 vacation
homes are built on suits for just
such - weather.
Its track could take it over
Georgia and into the Atlantic by
late Tuesday morning, the
National Hurricane Center said.
A tornado struck Kings Bay
Naval Submarine Base in southeastern Georgia early today.
damaging base recreational facilities but causing no injuries.
Another twister touched down in
Jacksonville Beach. flipping a car
and uprooting trees.
Flash flood and tornado watches were in effect in south and
central Georgia. a region battered
by Tropical Storm Alberto last
year. That storm stalled over
Georgia. pouring down rain that
caused floods blamed for 31
deaths and S350 million damage.
"I get paranoid every time it

clouds sp." said Myhe Lamm.
67. of Albany. Ga . who'at her
home and beloagtags to Alberto
and fears loan what has bees
reamed.
Many Ronda residents had
quickly boarded up Mar homes.
packed a few beioageap and fled
the area. Roads away from the
coast had heavy traffic; many
vehicles towed bosh.
If people refuse to leave. "The
best our fire department can do is
to ask them to wear a body tag so
we can identify their body when
its all over." said Moms Smith.
emergency management director
for Jefferson County.
The governor declared a state
of emergency for the state's
northwest and central Gulf Coast
regions.
Nicole Grimes, night cashier at
the Blue Marlin Restaurant at the
Holiday Inn in Panama City
Beach, wasn't impressed.
Customers were "just like
going crazy, and I'm like, 'My
gosh, it's just a hurricane. We
have plenty of them.— she said.
Allison grew into the season's
lust hurricane Sunday as it blew
across the Gulf of Mexico with
heavy rain and headed for
Florida.
The Big Bend area, dotted with
small towns, had severe flooding
during an unnamed March 1992
storm that killed 10 people.
The last hurricane to hit the
Big Bend counties was Hurricane
Kate on Nov. 21, 1985: It killed
three people and downed thousands of trees and power lines.

CALLOWAY COUNTY SHEINIFFS DEPT.
Jun* 2
.James Robert Jeffrey. of 63 Shady Oahe. was wrestal on
a warrant charging hith With second dews* rape
June 2
•Jarnsis Robert lArttiostoadt. of Pone Muff Shores neat Honlin, was arrested and charged with hrst degree wanton
endangerment

•Tax refunds...
FROM PAGE 1
dozens of employees from other
departments to help the 250 fulltime and seasonal members of the
processing staff with hand sorting
and data entry.
But that meant taking people
away from other important functions, such as collecting delinquent taxes and checking tax
returns to ensure people and
bi.iiis'ises are paying taxes owed,
True said.
"It was an effort on our part to
make the processing sink or swim
on its own," he said of this
year's change.
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friendly animals
You won't have sprout wings
to fly at Family Night. Kentucky
Wing and Rotor will pi;vide a
helicopter ride around the en; of
Murray for a small charge.
There will be several events that
the kids certainly will not want to
miss. Sgt. Melodic Jones will
proudly display the Murray Police
The
Department's DARE car.
Moonwalk,set up by DBA Funtime
Attractions, will offer fun for children and young teenagers alike. And
they will certainly want to try their
skill as a basketball player at the
VFW's basketball shoot. Jerry
Cotham will furnish pony rides that
young equestrians won't be able to
resist. Also, parents will be interested in taking their children to the
Child ID booth, sponsored by
Woodmen of the World Lodge 827.
Music will be a highlight ofthe
evening as the Summer Band of the

Department of Music at Murray
State University and a Dixieland
Band perform.
No evening would be complete
without food! So, Family Night in
the Park will be sure to deliver_
Enjoy a "Taste of Murray," featuring such local restaurants as Papa
John's, Taco John's and Seafood
Express. For dessert, the VFW
Ladies Auxiliary 66291 will have a
bake sale of tasty pies and treats.
Several other delicious foods will
also be available.
Family Night in the Park will be
just what your family is looking for
in an evening of good,old fashioned
family fun. Admission is free,as are
most of the events, so don't miss it!
For more information on Family
Night in the Park, or any of the
many Freedom Fest events, do not
hesitate to call Freedom Fest headquarters at 759-2199 or 1-800-7155004.

Hearing set for Thursday
in Rebel flag murder case
SPRINGFIELD. Tenn.(AP) —
A hearing is scheduled Tuesday
for seven black Guthrie. Ky.,
residents charged in the January
slaying of a white 19-year-old
who was---flying a Confederate
flag from his truck.
Tuesday's hearing may include
some ''housekeeping" motions,
as well as motions to dismiss the
indictments or motions for separate trials, said C. Dent Morriss,
the assistant district attorney for
Robertson and Montgomery
counties.
"I'd be very surprised if we
have all seven (on tnal) at once."
he said.
Six of the seven suspects have

School's Out..•
iPlebrir.de MI6
Regular Movies........69

been released on a bond reduced
from $250,000 to $100,000.
Antonio Andrews, 17, Marcus
Merriweathcr, 15, and Damien
Darden. 17, the driver of the car
from which the shots allegedly
were fired, were released Feb. 17
from the Robertson County Jail.
Ricky Williams, 18, was
released April 12. Robert
"Bobo" Bell. 25, was released
March 31, and Michael Mimms,
18, posted bond March 20.
The alleged triggerman. Frederick Morrow, 17, remains in
jail on the original $250,000
bond for the Jan. 14 shooting of,
Michael Westerman.
All seven suspects are charged
with civil rights intimidation,
attempted aggravated kidnapping
and first-degree felony reckless
• murder. Darden and Morrow also
face one count each of firstdegree felony premeditated
murder.
Two of the suspects have testified that the Confederate flag
mounted on Westerman's truck
partly prompted the incident.

FROM PAGE 1
went for housing, $4,623.24 for
medicine, $1,687.01 for mileage
and 1750 for juvenile housing.
-Transporting is working really
well right now, but the reason is
because Marshall County is keeping most of our prisoners," Paschall said. "We have prisoners in
McCracken, Marshall and Christian counties now."
Calloway has about 30 prisoners, which is lower than normal.
"Right now, the numbers are
down," Paschall said. "They
increase as the lakes open and
people are out more in the summer. Not too long ago, we were

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— An investigation into the death
of an officer killed while leading
his troops in a live fire training
exercise at Fort Campbell was
continuing, an Army spokesman
said Sunday.
Capt. Derik Crotts had said
earlier it was believed the officer
was accidentally shot in the head
by one of his soldiers.
"You can say it is believed to
be a gunshot wound," Crotts said
Saturday.
Crotts said the investigation
into the death of Lt. Col. Lloyd
W. Mills, 42, of Cranston, R.I.,
was continuing to 'determine the
exact cause of death and the circumstances surrounding the
accident.
Mills commanded the 3rd Battalion, 327th Infantry Regiment.
He was leading his troops in an
exercise Friday night on Range
42 when he received the fatal
wound about 9:30 p.m. CDT. He
was airlifted to Blanchfield Army
Community Hospital and pronounced dead about 10:08 p.m.
"He gave his life doing something he loved and believed in,"
Ctotts said. "And that was preparing his soldiers so they might
not have to give their lives."
Crotts said the night exercise
employed "all the organic weapons systems used by the infantry
unit," including assault weapons,
mortars, machine guns and hand
grenades.
Soldiers practice mock assaults
and maneuvers at the firing
ranges, Crotts said.
"We conduct realistic training
in peace in order to be ready in
times of war," Crotts said.
He said he did not know what
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"When the court days roll
around, it gets a little difficult,
but most of our prisoners have
been in only two different
places," he said.

kind of exercise the battalion was
undergoing when Mills was
wounded.
Crous said he did not know the
last time a soldier was killed in a
training accident on the ground.
The fort, home to the 101st Airborne Air Assault, has had soldiers killed in helicopter training
accidents.
Mills assumed command of the
battalion on Aug. 26, 1993.
Mills is survived by his wife,
Patricia; two daughters, Kimberly, 19, and Kristin, 15, and a son,
Cory, 12.
A person who answered the
phone at the Mills home Saturday
said the family was in mourning
and did not want to talk.
"Words can't express the pain
and grief that members of the
101st Airborne Assault and the
Fort Campbell community feel
over this tragic loss of an exceptional, loving and caring soldier,
father, husband and son," Crous
said.
"We consider ourselves an
extended family and we will
insure the Mills family receives
all the support and assistance
they need."
Funeral information was not
available Sunday.
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"I have one employee in the
office every shift while another
one transports," Paschall said.
"We have to call in other officers
when needed.
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averaging 56."
Because Calloway prisoners
have to be transported to other
facilities, transportation officers
have to be on hand to take the
prisoners from the arresting
officers.

Officer killed in
training exercise

—New Releases Excluded-

Video Games....................

More than 727,000 refunds
bait, been processed. About
300.000 others will be mailed in
the coming weeks. About
100,000 taxpayers who filed late
returns will have to wail cever21
months before getting their
checks.
You can expect about a
10-week wait from the time you
mail your return until you get a
refund check. Last week, employees were processing tax returns
received during the third week of
March.
The turnaround time is shorter
— about four weeks — if you
file in January or early February.
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NAP helps crops
not covered now
The U.S. Department of Agriculture acuvated the last Link in its crop
insurance program with the publication of the regulations on the Noninsured Crop Disaster Assistance
Program(NAP) This program provides insurance on crops for which
federal insurance was previously
unavailable.
Eligible crops include hay, oats,
commercially grown crops produced for food or fiber and products
such as floricultural and ornamental
nursery crops. Christmas trees, turfgrass and industrial crops.
To be eligible for NAP protection, a producer must report the
acreage of a crop to the local office
of the Consolidated Farm Service
Agency. A producer who fails to
report will be ineligible for NAP
payments.
NAP will provide protection

against crop loss at a level similar to
that provided by cata.strophic crop
insurance, which provides insurance coverage for crops for which
insurance policies are aviulabie.
For NAP payments to become
available, two conditions must be
satisfied. First the area in which the
crop is grown must suffer a 35
percent production loss, second, the
individual farmer must have lost at
least 50 percent of his or her
approved crop yield. When these
conditions are met, farmers will be
paid 60 percent of the average
market price for crop losses in
excess of 50 percent of their approved yields.
To be eligible if disaster strikes,
farmers must report their acreages
of crops subject to NAP by July 15,
1995.

Flea control is losing battle
unlike .onsentkiii..0

Once a home be.oines infeue..1
with fleas, control can be daft,ult.
time-consuming and e pensisc
'A flea-infested dog Of at sail
introduce hundreds ot new flea eitg.
into the home Ca.h do said Mike
Potter Extension entomokigist w i th
the 1.1niscrut) of Kentucky College
of Agriculture
-By mid to late sumnicr. pet
owners find themselses fighting a
losing battle against established Ilea
populations that have become
Grant Ptttman, son of Mr. & Mrs
enormous.' he said
Danny Pittman of unay has been
What can be done about this
named Purchase Region Star Farmer
problem"
tog 1995. The Regional Star Farmer Is
*Presention is the hest answer.
selected as the top FF A student in
Potter said - Act now before fleas
the Purchase Region based on Occuare abundant, and pet owners can
pational Experience Program and
avoid ses ere infestations later in the
summer.Leadership activities. Grant and his
New technology and insights into
ramify will be honored at the State
Ilea biology offers new methods 01
Star Farmer Ceremony at the State
preventive flea control, he said For
FFA Convention June 9th in
exampk, adult fleas Tend virtually
Louisville.
their enure lives on the pct. not the
carpet. They lay eggs on the fur and
the eggs then fall off into carpeting.
beneath furniture cushions or
wherever the pct sleeps or spends
time.
Pet owners can break the fleas
offset by income from other sourlife cycle and prevent a massive
ces such as livestock or crops not
buildup of developing eggs by killcovered by farm programs. the
ing the eggs as they're laid on the
report said.
pet, Potter said. The dog or cat can
be treated with a long-lasting insect
The report also said
growth regulator during the spring
government-funded export prombefore fleas become active.
otion programs such as the MarkTwo relatively new and unique
et Promotion Program could safeproducts, a collar and a tablet, arc
ly be eliminated, with that work
both especially effective and conveturned over to private companies. nient to use," he said. "The collar.

emphasized less-profitable bulk
commodities such as grains rather
than more profitable "intermediate" products such as flour and
vegetable oil, and consumer products such as meats, baked goods
and fresh and processed fruits
and vegetables.
"So little research had been
done on world agricultural trade,
for instance, that the shift of
world agricultural markets toward
intermediate and .consumeroriented food products went
unnoticed for nearly a decade,"
the agency said.
Environmental programs have
stressed soil erosion when water
pollution from agriculture has
emerged as more serious, the
report said.
Many of the issues raised in
the report are being addressed in
various farm bill proposals.
Senate Agriculture Committee
Chairman Richard Lugar, R-Ind.,
for example, has introduced a
conservation bill that would shift
more dollars to controlling water
pollution from livestock. The
Agriculture Department has proposed steps to encourage exports
of high-value products and direct
research toward more environmentally friendly agriculture.
Although the report says current crop subsidy programs could
continue while giving growers
more flexibility to grow crops for
the market — much like what the
administration has proposed — it
says crop subsidy programs could
be ended without serious harm.
Larger farms, which get the
bulk of payments, would lose the
most money, but losses would be

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Pease
'Silver Mound' is spectacular in
photographs of northern gardens,
but is a pretty sad specimen here in
the South once the weather gcts hot
and sticky. 'Pow is Castle.' however,
remains graceful all season.
I recently saw a promising new
Artemisia worth mentioning called
'Silver Brocade.' It has large, thick,
lobed silver leaves which create
low-growing carpet of foliage. Its
an All-American selecuon, and if it
lives up to its potential, will be a star
attraction in the garden. I don't
know how 'Silver Brocade'-*ill do
an our region. but I'm definitely
going to grow it next year and find
out.
All the Artemisas have similar
cultural requirements which include
good drainage and at least a half-aday of full sun. They will also
tolerate the hot, late afternoon sun
that wilts less sturdy varieties. NBC
of culture and tolerance to our
sunny summer days, along with the
beauty the silver foliage lends to a
moonlit summer night, make the
Artemisia an auracuve addition to
the southern garden.
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Silver foliage adds
to garden harmony
Silver-leaved plants are becoming more popular with gardeners
each year, and with good reason.
Silver foliage shimmers in the sun
on bright days and glows softly on
gloomy days. It also looks good in
the border with almost any color of
flower and tends to harmonize colors that might otherwise clash.
Additionally, most silver-leaved
plants are easy to grow, especially
those in the Artemisia family, which
includes a large number of silver
plants useful to gardeners.
A prominent member of the Artemisias is Artemisia 'Silver King,'
which has stalks of long white
leaves. It will grow four feet high in
a season, forming an impressive
shining silver stand. This is great
for folks who want to cut and dry the
sulks for use in wreaths and arrangements. I wouldn't recommend
that you include 'Silver King' in a
mixed flower border, however. It
will crowd everything else out.
Plant it in a spot where you can let it
grow in solitary splendor.
There are members of the Artemisia family that have a more
restrained habit and blend happily
with other plants in the border. One
of my favorites is a relative newcomer to the United States called
Powis Castle. It has finely divided
silvery leaves and a nice rounded
form. In addiuort, ?owls Castle'
stands up to our heat and humidity,
an ability that seems to elude as
cousin Animism Sdver Mound.'
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rapidly releases from the ...ilia and

Farm policy outdated
WASHINGTON (AP) —
America's farm policy has
missed important shifts in global
trade and environmental issues
while squandering research dollars, congressional researchers
say.
The Office of Technology
Assessment, which advises Congress on technical issues, added
its voice last week to those who
think farm programs have
become outmoded, misguided and
expensive.
"Farm programs are costly,
many work at cross purposes
with each other, and they are
aimed at achieving goals that
many Americans no longer consider a priority," the office said
in a 241-page report.
"Production subsidy programs,
for example, create surpluses that
require costly export subsidy
programs to dispose of them. To
stem production of surplus crops,
millions of acres are laid idle at
government cost."
The acreage-idling, in turn,
hindered production of crops
such as soybeans, giving other
countries the competitive edge.
The creation of acreage bases —
acres that must be kept in a crop
for growers to receive their payments — encourages the concentrated use of fertilizers and pesticides, the report said.
Government-financed research,
meanwhile, has stressed generating higher crop production rather
than improving trade or the environment, the report said.
Export subsidies like the
$1 -billion -a -year Export
Enhancement Program, have
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Kerrey:from
team rebel to
team captain
•

Changes in our Schools

By JILL LAWRENCE
kssociatea Press Wrrtor
WASHINGTON (AP) — When a student won't get with the
program. sometimes the teacher's best move is to put the student in
durge of the program.
Democrats ma) have had something like that in mind when they
chose maserick Sen Bob Kerrey to head the Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee But if they expected the team leader to turn
into a team player. they were wrong.
The leadership post. pivotal to fading party hopes of recapturing
a Senate majority. reportedly came with no strings or voting
requirements attached And Kerrey has taken full advantage of his
trecdorn
The Nebraska Democrat's latest eye-popping departure from the
part) line was his recent vote in favor of the deficit-busting Republican budget plan Only three Democrats joined the GOP majority.
On the morning after. Kerrey said his vote was a signal that
"Amen:3ns are going to start paying for the government they
get '• He said it did not signal satisfaction with the GOP route to a
balanced budget.
But Republicans sensed a political opening a mile wide. John
Heubusch. executive director of the National Republican Senatorial
Committee. said Kerrey's vote suggested "that all of Bill Clinton's
false attacks about alleged draconian cuts by the GOP are nothing
more than cheap political rhetonc."
He predk.ted the vote would undermine similar Democratic
.laims in Senate races across the country. Kerrey associates contend the vote will be useful political cover for candidates in conservative states As in, "I'm not a Clinton Democrat — I'm a Kerrey
DefTltlifal

Kerres's independent streak reached earlier heights with his
grudging. make-or-break OW for Clinton's 1993 budget package.
Since the GOP congressional takeover this year, the senator has
been noticeably at odds with his party's official strategy.
Senate Democrats opposed the balanced-budget amendment to
the Constitution on grounds that it didn't protect the Social Security trust fund Kerrey. said at the time he would never use that argument against Republicans because he believed Social Security
should be subject to spending curbs.
Senate Minonty Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D., laughed when told
Of the remark, "That's what makes Bob Kerrey so good at what he
docs.•• he said. "He's unpredictable, he's straightforward, he will
say what he really thinks He's refreshing"'
‘a. hat KerTC thinks is that his party should stop trying to "paste
together interest groups" Following his own advice, he and Sen.
Alan Simpson. R-Wyo , recently introduced a bill aimed at reining
in future spending on Social Security and other retirement benefits:
Sledis.are will be the target of their next bill.
This Lorncs at a time when Clinton and congressional Democrats
arc bitterly attacking GOP proposals for deep Medicare cuts and
.asting themselves as protectors of programs important to seniors,
env ironmentalisu and other elements of the traditional Democratic
coalition
The mixed message so far hasn't affected Kerrey's fund-raising.
Bolstered by contacts from his 1992 presidential campaign and the
energiting effect of Republican House Speaker Newt 'Gingrich,
individual gifts are 50 percent higher than two years ago and political action committee contributions arc up 128 percent.
Still, the task is daunting. Democrats are down 54-46 in the
Senate. five already have said they'll retire next year. and as many
as two more may also forgo a re-election race.
For months Kerrey said out loud what others were thinking: he
did not expect the Democrats to re-take the chamber in 19%.'We
may not be qualified to recapture the majority until we've given
Americans a clear sense of . . what it is that we intend to do." he
said repeatedly.
That tack invited another GOP assault. Kerrey•s "obvious lack
of enthusiasm" and attitude that Democrats don't deserve the
majority will make it even harder for his committee to recruit good
candidates and run winning campaigns, Hcubusch said.
A subsequent Kerrey statement hinted at a new, more positive
tone "We fully intend to surprise people in 1996" and win back
control, he said.
This all-too-frank chairman may never specialize in rosy pep
talks. But he's a party loyalist in his way.
That much came through amid his anger as he discussed a particularly galling setback: Colorado Sen. Ben Nighthorse Campbell's
defection to the GOP last March.
Kerrey, who had considered Campbell a kindred fiscal conservative and free spins called intra-pany friction a fact of life and
made clear that Democrats will have to cope with him for the long
haul. "I have been disaffected many times," Kerrey said. "We
don't switch parties because of disagreements."
EDITOR'S NOTE --Jj Lawry's* rovers Congress few The
olsaerd Press.

The idea behind accountability: keeping the bargain
By Robert F.Sertoo
Then is no question that accountability is the most difficult mid
axitroversuil part of Kentucky school
reform.
But, figuring out how to ifICTGISC
student learning by holding schools
accountable and responsible for that
learning is the way to really improve
student learning.
Such accountability is a common
sense idea: you need incentives to
produce the desired result, enhanced
performances both by teachers and
students Having incentives means
that you have to measure aid
evaluate academic performance. that
you have to set academic standards
and then measure student learning to
see which schools are the best at
helping students reach those standards.
Under school reform. Kentucky
has set extremely high student
teaming goals(more basics. more
advanced subject matter knowledge)
and is measuring how students do
against those expectations.
Accountability means that if you
want to change what happens in the
classroom, you change the way you
test. If you want to see more writing
in the classroom, for instance, you
test for writing. in the past. multiple
choice tests were pretty much

ignored by teachers because the tests
had no consequences. Our new
tests do have consequences, and that
makes them quite different.
And became such a system of
accountability and assessrnent has
never been tried before in Kentucky
or America, because that is no
existing test to use aid teach= do
not all know how to reach the new
standards, accountability has been a
big challenge.
We might as well be candid
about what's really at stake in this
accountability business. What the
citizens and legislature did with the
passage of school reform in 1990
was to say that the taxpayers would
agree to invest more dollars in
public schools if those schools
would show that they were increasing student knowledge. Educators
agreed.
There was, in other words,a
bargain made between educators
and the taxpayers. The taxpayers
said: "We'll raise taxes and pay
more if we see better results." The
educators said: "We'll be accountable and show results. if funding is
adequate and if we have a say in
making decisions and the flexibility
to do what we think is best." This
is what accountability and assessment really mean.

But keeping that bargain is tough.
It is no accident that there has never
before in the United States been a
state system for measuring school
performance and attaching rewards
to those results.
And this is going to get tougher.
As test results and financial rewards
are announced, restlessness about
this increases in the education
establishment.
But, if this bargain is not kept. I
doubt that the General Assembly or
Kentucky taxpayers will be willing
to make one like it again. This,I
believe, would be a disaster for
public schools—not just in Kentucky
but all across the country.
As we ask schools and teachers to
keep up their end of the bargain, we
must remember that we—parents,
community members, business
people,citizens—also have to
deliver on our promises.
Schools need parents who set
high expectations for their children,
talk with teachers and visit school,
and make sure that homework is
done. They need parents who turn
off the television, read and talk to
their children, and see that serious
schoolwork is the top priority.
We need parents who get involved with their school councils
and make sure their teachers are

teaching the basics and serious
subject maser content.
We also need civic groups that
help whole communities raise
expectations for all children and see
that all children are protected and
safe.
We need employers who demand
quality schools in their communities, encourage their employees to be
involved in local schools. and create
family-friendly work places.
And we need citizens who do
what citizens are expected to do:
who educate themselves about the
issues, get involved, demand much
of their public officials and their
schools,and who don't expect
miracles overnight. Since only
about 25 percent of families in
Kentucky have children in school,
we must build a sense that public
schools are a vital, common
resource for the whole community.
What we've done in Kentucky is
a great start—people are taking
notice. But it's only "act one" of the
play. The real challenge is to
endure over time and to keep
making progress. We must keep the
bargain.

Robert E. Sexton is executive
director of the Prichard Committee
for Academic Excellence,
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Kentucky New Era, Hopkinsville
The Kentucky Bar Association may be right on legal principle.
But the lawyers' organization is bound to lose its case in the court
of public opinion.
We're referring to the KBA's appeal of a state law that adds SI
to the licensing fees of doctors and lawyers to finance malpractice
insurance for volunteer workers at free medical clinics such as St.
Luke's of Hopkinsville.
The bar association argues that under the state constitution, the
Supreme Court — not the General Assembly — sets the rules and
-the licensing fees for lawyers.
Besides, asks Steve Wolnitzek, a Covington attorney and association president, "Why should the doctors and lawyers of Kentucky
be required to support this. clinic?"

That's the legal point and one well made.
However, leave it to the Rev. Gerald Baker, pastor of Hopkinsville's SS. Peter & Paul Catholic Church, where St. Luke's operates, to make the moral counterpoint: "Frankly, I don't understand
why they're beefing about Si. Aren't there enough people to sue?"
Baker argues that he never wanted the licensing fee in the first
place. He simply asked the General Assembly to exempt doctors
who volunteer at free clinics from malpractice lawsuits. After trial
attorneys protested about limiting patients' rights to sue, the licensing fee became Merely a compromise. ...
Wolnitzek maintains that the minimal $1 fee is not what matters
in the case. It could well be what matters to the general public.
After all, the KBA, in its attempt to win a legal point, is, in effect,
going to court over $1. ...

Wilkinson led policy debate
Editor's Note: This is the second of three columns reviewing
"You Can't Do That, Governor," the book by former Gov.
Wallace
Wilkinson.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The style of the lawsuit that
prompted the Supreme Court to
declare Kentucky's school system
unconstitutional — Rose v.
Council for Better Education —
has entered the political lexicon.
Except in Wallace Wilkinson's
book, where it is referred to by
its title as originally filed in
Franklin Circuit Court — "Council v. Collins."
Maybe it is because Wilkinson
was going for historical accuracy.
Or maybe Wilkinson could just
not bring himself to use the name
of John "Eck" Rose, the president of the state Senate, in reference to the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act.
Wilkinson's book, "You Can't
Do That, Governor," makes it
clear he believes he is the philosophical and political father of
KERA while others, though occasionally helpful, were mostly just
in the way and sometimes real
obstacles to what he was trying to
accomplish.
The middle third or more of
the book, which has not yet been
published, is dedicated to Wilkinson's musings on what it took to
persuade a doubting educational
establishment, public and General
Assembly of the essential truth of
his approach. As he does
throughout the book, Wilkinson
portrays almost a one-man
struggle against entrenched interests, inflexible bureaucrats and
politicians. Again. Wilkinson
cites the news media and the
legislature as his primary foils.
Passage of KERA was indisputably the pinnacle of Wilkinson's
term. And, simply put, be has not
been given the credit for it be
deserves. For whatever reason,
the fact that Wilkinson had proposed •'inerry--lif "the' significant
planks of KERA as early as 19$7
— rewards for iCh001 improvements, comprehensive testing, the

CAPITOL IDEAS

held by the political pundits), the
Supreme Court ruling forced
opponents of structural reform to

Mark R. Chellgren

accept the kind of comprehensive, fundamental change I had
been advocating throughout the
many months of debate."

An Associated Press News Analysis
theory of ungraded primaries —
has been overlooked.
But the record is clear that
Wilkinson offered many of those
ideas in legislation during the
1988 session. They were all
defeated and that serves to make
Wilkinson's first point about the
difficulty of the education debate.
Wilkinson maintains that most
of the initial. difficulty was that
the education establishment, from
the teachers' union to leading
legislators and advocacy groups
like the Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence, were too
wrapped up in tired, discarded
notions of education reform like
smaller classes.
Wilkinson said he was frustrated by the inability to get anyone to understand that he wanted
to junk the system, not fix it.
"It often appeared to me that
many legislators either didn't
care about or couldn't understand
the policy implications of what I
was trying to accomplish with
public education," Wilkinson
wrote.
Wilkinson complained that the
discussion often got bogged
down in whether he would agree
to raise taxes. Indeed, from the
beginning of his campaign, Wilkinson was on record as opposing
any tax increase.
Not so, according to his book.
Wilkinson said he kept coy about
the mauer, telling many in private that he was willing to spend
more money on education, but
only on his scheme. Wilkinson
insists that he was even selective
jjyinghe
#k$9121.,1$4,
*mild agree to raise mote-eionley.
for edecation, without specifically saying he would -raise taxes.

The distinction becomes
important during the later breakdown between Wilkinson and the
legislature about whether to
extend the sales tax to services
such as advertising and legal services, or add a penny to the rate.
Wilkinson said he opposed an
increase in tax rates, while somehow differentiating that from
when people have to pay more
taxes than previously for whatever reason.
Wilkinson acknowledges he
used the news media to further
his aims, and even picked fights
with the legislature. He relates
some of his tactics and strategy
for what he said was his grand
design all along to build a completely new school structure and
overhaul the state's tax system at
the same time.

Wilkinson does nothing to
explain his intense interest in
education. Historically, he was
the product of a poor school system in his native Casey County
and was unable to fulfill his wish
to attend the University of Kentucky's engineering school partly
as a result. Wilkinson does not
hold a college diploma, a fact he
alludes to when he says sponsorship of a tuition subsidy program
makes him "as proud of that as
anything."
Much of the section on education and taxes amounts to Wilkinson saying, in effect, "I told you
so:'
The case in point is the services tax. Wilkinson said he bowed to legislative pressure to
increase the sales tax rate by a
penny only to avoid losing the
entire education legislation. He
said legislators refused to acknowledge the financial sense of a
services tax as a continuing source of stable revenue.

"My critics have suggested
that I had to be dragged kicking
and screaming to the decision to
raise new revenue, and my only
"Once again, the legislature
role in education reform was to
its inability to develop or
showed
'get out of the way' of a tax
implement
a rational public poliincrease. I would never have
Wilkinson said. "Pursue the
cy,"
raised taxes, so their reasoning
path of least resistance and don't
goes, if it had not been for the
your supporters is the
offend
Supreme Court decision on edu'bottom line."
legislator's
cation," Wilkinson wrote. "In
reality, we probably could have
Wilkinson said he was proved
raised far less money and satiswhen, within two years after
right
fied the court Furthermore, in
office, the state had
left
he
my mind it is entirely possible
shortfall and
revenue
another
that the court would not have
could the
"How
cuts.
budget
ruled the way it did if it were not
after the bigright
broke
state
be
for the emphasis I had placed on
gest tax Manse in 22 years? It
the need to change the entire sysmakes me sick to my masnack."
tem of education, not just how it
Wilkinson said.
if financed.—
_ Wdkallea Wag..411,..4iorY
Chelfgrea is the
its bead. "Rather than ree
og rne ,,qta.,..okfark1
escrespoideat for
Frankfort.
to change my position on !aisle,
The Associated Pron.
taxes (a myth that continues to be
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Doll Club will meet Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday. June 7, at II
a.m. at Sirloin Stockade, Murray. A program on "Bonnet Dolls" will
be presented by Grace James All members and interested persons
are invited to attend.
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Paradise meeting to be June 10
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A potluck dinner will be Saturday, June 10, at 1 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of Lebanon Church of Christ, Sedalia. This will be for
all persons who ever lived or is interested in the former Paradise
Friendly Home, an orphanage formerly located near Bell City. For
more information or if planning to attend write to Joy Vowell Tyne:,
378 Arant Rd., Benton, KY 42025.
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Northside plans Bible School
Northside Baptist Church, located near Almo Heights. will have
Vacation Bible School starting tonight (Monday) and continuing
through Friday, June 9. Classes for all ages including adults will be
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. The Rev. Scott Bevins, pastor, invites the public
to attend. •

Alpha Mu #476 to meet Tuesday
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Alpha Mu a4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will meet
Tuesday, June 6, at 7 p.m. at the home of Lillian Cook. All members
are urged to attend.
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Coldwater 40s plan annual reunion
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The Coldwater 40s will have their annual reunion on Saturday,
June 10, at 6 p.m. at Ann's Country Kitchen, Highway 121 North,
Coldwater Road. Everyone is welcome to attend.
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Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, June 6,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, support and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Jeanne, 753-0224.

Free blood pressure checks
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Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday. June 6, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Backusburg-Golo reunion planned
The reunion of the Backusburg-Golo Area Smiths will be Saturday, June 17, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Park. The area Smiths are among the many Smith lines in Western
Kentucky and are descendants of William Armstrong Smith Sr., born
in England and lived in Chatham County, N.C., for an unknown period of time. One son, William Armstrong Smith Jr. migrated to Sumner County, Tenn., in 1828. For more information call Clay Smith,
489-2447, Norville Cole, 753-2652, or Richard Smith, 753-5788.
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Adams' baby boy
born on May 17

Elkins reunion on Saturday
The annual Elkins family reunion will be Saturday. June 10, from
noon to 5 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank. A potluck meal will be served. For more information call
Adie Phillips at 753-9117.

Quilting classes scheduled
•

The Calloway County Family Resource Center in cooperation
with Murray Quilt Lovers will sponsor quilting classes for the
mothers of infants and toddlers. The class will be held Wednesday,
June 21, at 10 a.m. at the Family Resource Center at East Calloway
Elementary School. If anyone has any old sewing machines, quilting
to
hoops, 100 percent cotton material scraps or anything related
753-3070.
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Refreshments and child care will be provided. Persons interested
register.
to
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more
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the class should call the

Erwin reunion planned June 17
All descendants of the late John Johnson Erwin and Sara Marie
Allison Erwin are invited to an Erwin reunion on Saturday, June 17,
at the home of Buren and Jo Erwin. For information and reservations
call Imogene Paschall, 492-8380 or Buren Erwin, 492-8493. by
Monday. June 12.
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Steve and Sheila Spiceland of Rt. 2, Hazel. announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Gretchen
Ann Spiceland, to Bradley Wayne Young of Murray. son of John and
Molly Young of Rt. I, Kirksey. and Linda Young of Union City,
Tenn.
Miss Spiceland is the granddaughter of W.A. and Margaret Lyons
of Murray and Bobby and Rose Spiceland of Rt. 4, Murray.
Mr. Young is the grandson of Henry and Fannilee Buchanan of Rt
4, Murray, the late Melvin Young of Kirksey. Sam and Mary Lee of
Rt. 1, Fancy Farm, and the late Mary Nell Lee of Hazel.
The bride-elect, a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is a senior elementary education major at Murray State University.
She is employed at The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative.
The groom-elect, a 1990 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is a 1995 graduate from Murray State University with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Computer Science and Mathematics. He is employed as a computer programmer at Ingersoll-Rand.
The wedding will be Friday. July 7. 1995, at 7 p.m. at University
Church of Christ. A reception will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

The second annual Golden Pond and other area schools' reunion
will be Saturday, June 10, at the Fenton Airport Area at Land
Between the Lakes. Activities will start at 10 a.m. with a potluck
picnic to be spread at noon.
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Gretchen Ann Spiceland
and Bradley Wayne Young

TuesCancer Support Group will have an educational meeting on
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p.m.
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Calloway County Hospital. For more information contact
Clinical
and
MSN
Linn,
Mary
or
Director,
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and
R.N.
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Scpcialist at 762-1100.

West View Support Group to meet
Family Support Group at West View Nursing Home will meet
be the
Tuesday. June 6, at 5 p.m. in the front lobby. "Anger" will
View.
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of
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Coffee Break Tuesday
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A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United
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Kysha and Dustin Adams

Jeff and Mitzi Adams of Rt. 7,
Murray. are the parents of a son.
Dustin Micheal Adams, born on
Wednesday, May 17. 1995, at
Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.
The baby weighed nine pounds
four ounces and measured 207,
inches. A sister is Kysha Adams.
3.
Grandparents are Larry and
Marilyn McKinney and Ray and
Doris Adams, all of Rt. 1, Farmington. A great-grandmother is
Leona Smith of Mayfield.

a.m.

Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Martha Broach and Debbie
Ray as hostesses. Pairings will be
made at the tee.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, May 31, have been

The annual George Hart
Memorial Ladies Invitational
Golf Tournament will be at Murray Country Club on Wednesday.
June 7.
A shotgun start will be at 9
a.m. The lineup is listed on the
Sports Page of the Murray Ledger & Times today.
Winners of the 1994 tourna-
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First Chrisban Church events .nci,,ND
CV4F Group 1110 30 •m log Cat.
Restaurant
First United Methodist Church e.e- h
include UMW Eaocutitti meet-;
Quitters in Social Hall9 30 a '•m
Terrific Tuesday ages 3 4 at 9 1
m Terrific Tuesday ages 5 6 a'
10 45 am
Hattie Lee Galloway Group or West
side Baptist Church 7 pm church
First Baptist Church events include
Dorothy Group 11 am Jo Oaki•,
Kathleen Jones Group 2 p rn
Laurine •Orlf Lis
()rite Baptist Church events include
Library open 10 11 30 am
St. John Episcopal Church e.•,,ts
include Evening Prayer 5 15 p rr
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Wooley boy is
born May 14
at hospital
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Ch.‘,I
Woolcy of Mayfield arc thc
parents of a son. Chase Thomas
Woolcy, horn on Sunday. Mai
at
14, NO, at 10 18 a m
Murray -Calloway Count)

Hospital
The baby weighed se.cn
pounds seven ourkcs and mca
sured 20 inches The mother is
the former Christy Anti
Castleman
Grandparents arc I con and
Robbie Castleman Terry and
Tommy and Wand!, Woolcy. all
of Mayfield. and RI) and Phyllis
Rohrer Edwards of Birmingham,
Al
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At Clinic Pharmacy we have& unique prescription service aiding

You in the relief of rising cost of prescription medications
HOW DOES IT WORK?
rhis pharmacy has the capabilities to directly bill your health
insurance plan fur prescription medication supplied by our pharmacy

DOES THIS MEAN I NO LONGER HAVE TO FILL
OUT Ss FILE INSURANCE CLAIM FORMS?
Absolutely' Our pharmacy will cvmpletr all necessary claim
forms required by your insurance company

HOW DO I QUALIFY?
Easy' Just stop in our pharmacy and present your health insurance
card and we will take care of the reel

Noon Buffet (M-F, 11-1:30)
All You Can Eat - $2.95-Aduft • p2.65-s. aut.
• 2 Meats • 4 Vegetables • 2 Roc*, • Roll • Dessert

Daily Chinese Dish - starting $2.55
• Entree • Egg Roll • Rice • Sesame Seed Wong
0°‘'N
e

is the
pas for

70:rtiii.„,

"The Music Man"

ment were Joanna Gibbs and Velvet Milkman
The tournament is named in
honor of the late George Han for
his contributions to the organustion of the Murray club in 1954.
Hart and his wife, the late Lochie
Hart, were supporters of the club
until their deaths.
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Don't Miss 1st Big
Show of the Season

released by Laverne Claxton hostess. as follows:
First place - Shirley Wade.
Pam Kelly, Erma Tuck and Della
Miller.
Second place - Ada Roberts.
Sue Wells, Irene Woods and
Bobbie Burks;
Third place - Jan Ochoa.
Laverne Claxton and Diane
Cothran.

Golf event is Wednesday

Forst Pf•••00filin Chk.f.t1 6

1995-96 Season Passes
On Sale Now

Oaks'ladies plan events
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
June 7.
Bridge will be played at 9:30

ae-t-,a, •54
—
Hardin TOPS Chapter'; m P,a: J.,
Library
Dealer senor •Ct ,.A4/1
•m Desist Center
Weeks Center open II •in 4 p in
Murray TOPS Club

p m basement room of Weeks Con
ffitinsti Center
Northside Baptist Church Bible
Schoold pm
Salem Baptist Church Bible School
6 30 p m
Sugar Creek Baptist Church Bible
Schooil5 30 pm
Coldwater Church of Christ &pi.
Schoot 7 pm
Betty !Medd Group et Kest easiest
Church 7 p m a Debbie HA
Southwest Calloway Elements',
Sdiool SBOM Council rneetang 4 30
p m 'school
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club? p m :Calloway County Public
Library
Executive Board of Murray Woman s
Club 6 30 p m club house Note
change in time
Parents Anonymous 6 p in
Inlo753-0082
Fist Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6)0 pm
Fest United Methodist Church events
include Roach Out Cabers I at 4 p m
Murray•Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7)0
am 4 pm Info 753 0576
Murray Lodge No. 106 Free and
Accepted Masons.7 30 p m iocig• hall
Prepared Childbirth Ciass'7.9
p m 'Murray Calloway County
Hospital
Bingo Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Departmentli 30 p m 'Water Valley
Community Center
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
mesitingdp m American Legion Build
mg South Sixth and Maple Sweets
Info75910882 or 435 4314
Tuesday, June 6
Family Support Group at West View
Nursing Home 5 p m
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS).7 p in •Chamber of Commerce
InfoJeanne. 753'.0224
Alpha Mu 04760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International 7 p m Tome of Lillian
C000k
Salem Baptist Church Bible School.
630 pm
Sugar Creek Baptist Church Bible
School'6 30 pm
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
School 7 p m
Bible School by New Concord and
New Providence Churches of Christi)
a m at Na. Providence
First Baptist Church &Oki SchooV9
a m for 3 years to 5th grad* 1 p m
for 6th grade at church Teen guue
College,* 30 p m Room 301 church
Calloway County Public Library
events include Patents and Twos9 30
am and Story Hour 10 30 am
Fre* blood pressure ctiecks.noon-2
p in Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church
Health Express of Murray•Calloway
County Hospitallynnvillet 30-11 30
am Tri CI?), Grocery,1-3 pm
Murray Art Guild open 10 a m -3 pm
Cancer Support Group,3
p m 'Education Unit of Murray
Calloway County Hospital
Into/762-1100
Murray Optimist Club'Ei 30
p m tChnstopher's Restaurant

Ho's Kitchen
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WORLD'S BEST PAIN RUB - 3 strengths - for pain of
minor arthritis in pints, muscles, tendons. IT WORKS!
Ask your pharmacist today'
109 South Fourth Street 753-1462
DRUGS
HOLLAND
THE MEDICLNE SHOPPE Corner of 12th & Olive 759-924S
753-76SS
604 South 12th Street
WALTER'S PHARMACY
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Tigers'400 relay wins Class A title
Murray boys finish sixth;
CCHS's Lencki 4th in 300
114 MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

•

g,-

MARK. YOUNGteoge & T-res photo

Murray sophomore Salim Sanchez (middle) crosses the finish line to win his second straight state title in the 100-meter dash
Saturday at the Shively Track in Lexington. Sanchez also was part of Murray's state champion 400-meter relay team.

LEXINGTON - While Murray's boys
were happy with the two first-place finishes
they brought home from the state track meet,
the big prize that they were shooting for
eluded them.
Murray won the Slate championship in the
400-meter relay and the 100-meter dash
Saturday at the University of Kentucky's
Shively Track, but fell short in the run for
the overall team championship, placing
sixth.
The relay team, comprised of Jeremie
Olive, Chris Chcaney, Allen Thompson and
Salim Sanchez, crossed the finish line in
44.19 seconds to win the state in that event
while Sanchez successfully defended his
state title in the 100-meter dash with a time
of 11.42 seconds. Sanchez missed out on
defending his 200-meter dash title as he finished second in 22.83.
And while Tiger coach Jimmy Harrell was
overjoyed about the two wins, he realized a
chance for a higher finish and a possible
team title was well within Murray's reach.
"This was our first-ever relay win up here,
and I'm happy ,for them," he said. "They
wanted it, and they ran well all year, and
anytime you win a state title in anything,
you feel good for the kids and the school.

"But I felt like we could have been in the
top three overall," he said. "We didn't compete in the 1600-meter relay because one
team member didn't come to practice and we
didn't have anybody else to put in. We could
have put Salim in, but that would have hurt
him in his other events."
Chesney, the team's only senior, ran into
some difficulties as well in Saturday's finals.
He injured his leg when he slipped on the
long jump runway that was wet because of
rain Saturday morning. On top of that was
the fact that the 400-meter relay in which he
was entered overlapped with the long jump,
forcing Cheaney to go back and forth to each
event. Consequently, he was unable to gather
any points from either event as he hobbled
across the finish line in the 400.
"I hurt my hip and thigh and it put a strain
on them," he said. "They said I needed shorter (track shoe) spikes over there, but I was
wearing the same ones that I've used all
year. But it was wet over there.
"I couldn't concentrate as well after the
slip because I had to go back and forth
between both events," he added.
"I felt sorry for Chris because after he
slipped in the long jump he came up hurt in
the 400 and it took the spring out of his
II See Page 7

Young Orlando takes East in Magic kingdom
CONFERENCE FINALS
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Orlando vs Houston
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By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports wrrier

Mark Jackson said, "we have to
establish that if there's a Game 7,
it's in Indiana."
The Magic will have the homecourt adsantage again for their
first appearance in the NBA
Finals The face defending
league champion Houston beginning Vi-einesda) at the Orlando
Arena.

ORLANDO. Fla. iA13) Shay's shack remains the Magic's kingdom
With a dominating performance at home, the Orlando
Magic on the biggest game in
franchise history Sunday. Shaquille 0'"Vcal had 25 points and
11 rebounds to spark a 105-81
victor) over Indiana in Game 7
of the NBA Eastern Conference
finals
"Next season." Pacers guard

The rout of Indiana was serenaded hv a deafening sellout
crovvd of 16,010.
"The were super," said Magic guard Anfernee Hardavvay,
ho scored 17 points. "They
were the real sixth man for us."
on every
The home team
game in the series That made the
difference for the Magic, whose
19-2 regular-season home record
was the NBA's best The Pacers
finished the season with a record

Indiana ousted
by sensational
Orlando, 105-81

Shark attacks
Memorial field
Norman saves
his best for last
By RUSTY MILLER
AP Sports Wr+ler

DUBLIN. Ohio (AP) - Two
holes in which he aioided disaster were the kev to Greg Norman's second Memorial Tournament victor!,
"How about talking about the
other 16 holes I plaicd
Norman poked in the !vluirfield
‘illage Golf Club interview
MOM

4
'17'

But there was no getting away
from the two or three ke) holes
that enabled Norman to hold off
Mark Cakavecchia, Steve Elk•
ington and David Dubai and win
by a deceptise four•stroke
margin
The par-3 12th hole was a per•
feet example
Standing on the steep slope
behind the hole. Norman flopped
his chip out of the deep and wet
rough to within inches to save
t.
Hefollowed that with a birdie
at 14 and dramatic pan from
deep trouble at both 15 and 16
On IS, Norman hit his drtie Lc

the left, then
bashed his second shot into the
woods on the right side of the
tairvia) Next he aimed a shot
through a 5-foot gap in trees
some 24 feet in front of him, then
chipped up and hit the short par
putt
On the par-3 16th. he hit his
drise into a gaping sand trap
Standing several feet below the
lesel of the green, he blasted out
to 3 feet and hit another par putt
Then he put the tournament -and the S'306,(XX) paycheck awav with birdies on the last two
holes
Norman's closing 6-under-par
66 followed rounds of 66. 70 and
67 that kit him at 19-under 269.
Just one shot back of the tournament record set a year ago by
Tom Lehman
••Nohod) else really had a
chance today." said Duval, who
shot a 68 and still couldn't keep
up with Norman
Norman won the 1990 Memorial without firing a shot on Sun-sr
daywhen the final round was
cancelled because of heavy rains
A eel sIdet1111 11C to

Greg Norman won his second
Memorial in Its 1Mo on Sunday.

INDIANA ($1)
lackey 15 1-2 3. 0 Dave 5-9 5-9 15, Smits
5-1 1 0-0 10..eackson 4-10 1-2 11. ma* 5-13 0-0
12. F•ne• 0-3 54 5, A Dave 24 24 6. Workman 2-5 4-4 S. 8 Scan 1-7 4-4 6. Kee 0-0 0-0 0.
Michel 24 1.2 5 Totals 27-73 23-33 Bt.
ORLANDO (106)
Grant 7.9 2.3 16. Scan 7-11 0-0 19. O'Neal
11-15 3-11 25, Hardaway 7-9 1-2 17. Anderson
4-1024 i2. Turner,
2-7 0-05, Shay 2-6 1-2 6.
Bowe 0.3 0-0 0. Thompson 1-1 1-24. Avert 0-1
0-00. Royal 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 41-72 10-24 105
24 21 18 18- 81
Means
27 20 28 25-106
°ranee
3-Pant goals-Indeana4-19 (Jackson 2-5. Mill27. hickey 0-1. Ferrell 0-1, Wonder) 0-2.
8 Scort 0.31. Orlando 13-27(0 Scott 5.7, Hardaway 2.3. Anderson 24. Turner 2-6. Thorrpson
1.1, Shave 1-2, Boas 0-1. Avent 0-1). Fouese1
ecil-oeons Reta‘rds-Indona 52 (D.Dave 14).
Orlando 49 (0 Neal 11) Assets-Indeana 14
(Jackson 5). Orlando 26 (Anderson 7). Taal
love-Ind.ana 23. Orlando 28. A-16.010
r 16.010)

of 0-6 at Orlando, including 0-4
in the playoffs.
Following Indiana's 123-96
victory in Game 6, O'Neal issued
a plea for Magic fans to make
plenty of noise Sunday. They did
just that, and as Orlando's lead

increased, so did the decibel
level.
"Shaquille came to me and
said, 'They're not loud enough,"
Hardaway recalled with a laugh.
"I couldn't hear him say,
'They're not loud enough.' He
had to repeat himself. So they
were great."
The young Magic weren't bad,
either. Playing in a Game 7 for
the first time in the franchise's
six-year history. Orlando shot 57
percent and limited nemesis
Reggie Miller to 12 points, 16
below his average for the series.
The Magic starters outscored
Indiana's 89-51.

The bottom line: a 51-point
turnaround from Friday's game.
"Whenever we get our brains
beat out like that, we respond to
the challenge," Magic forward
Horace Grant said. "I think it
was the best thing that could have
happened to us."
O'Neal looked unstoppable at
times in the biggest game of his
career. The 7-foot-1 center hit
11-of-15 shots after a night of
little rest.
"It was hard for me to sleep,"
he said. "I was just dreaming
about what I had to do. I called
(teammate) Dennis Scott a couple
of times and he just said, 'Relax,
man, let me sleep.'"
Giving the Pacers fits at the
other end of the court was Nick

"I don't know when I've seen
a team play better in such an
important game," Pacers coach
Larry Brown said. "They were
• See Page 7
sensational."

MSU women's tennis
adds three newcomers
to strengthen program
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State head women's
tennis coach Connie Keasling
announced the signings of
Brooke Berryman, Amy Gemmill
and Jennifer Jones to scholarships
to attend MSU in the fall.
Berryman and Gemmill join
the Racers following stellar prep
careers in Westerville, Ohio
where Berryman played at South
High School while Gemmill competed for crosstown rival North
High School. Jones comes to
MSU from Jefferson State College in Birmingham, Ala.
"I am extremely pleased about
these three players." said Keasling. "They all bring in a great
deal of experience playing
against some strong national
competition. I also feel like these
three will fit in perfectly with my
returnees to give us a very solid
team on the court and an the
classroom."
Berryman. ranked 33rd in the
Western Tennis Association's
girls 18s, qualified for the Ohio
State Tournament as both a junior
and senior and reached the WTA

doubles semifinals. A two-sport
standout at WSHS, Berryman was
a Wendy's High School Heisman
National Scholar Athlete nominee
for her athletic accomplishments
in tennis and baskeball and her
3.75 GPA.
Gemmill also brings a solid
combination of athletic and scholastic success, having qualified
for the state tournament all four
years in tennis in addition to
earning a 3.3 GPA. Ranked 40th
in WTA girls 18s, Gemmill has
been a doubles semifinalist at the
Western Open the last two seasons and was a singles quanerfinalst at the Columbus Indoor
Nationals last year.
A native of New Albany, Ind.,
Jones helped lead JSC to third
and fourth place National Junior
College finishes during her
career. Jones reached the national
individual quanerfinals this year
after making the semifinals and
garnering All-American honors
as a freshman at Jefferson State.
The MSU women's tennis team
Finished the 1995 season with a
12-9 overall mark and a 5-3 mark
(fourth place) in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
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American lepen Post as. "Mich is made up of several local pieyers swept
a doubleheeder boot prievtoutak unbeaten Siliselen Sunday afternoon
In is first gams Were* 140 MINN Ethan Copia loomed a woo-hear in •
4-3 Post 26 win Poet 24 0011•Calal seven hes. led by Cory Forrest of Graves

Art a voot, ria•grtexv
Slate Farm al
State Fero 1••••711•1C• CO••••••••
Home °MC'S

County. rho went 2 for-3 Idurray's Robert Westhoff, went 1 low 3 with 2
RBIs Crum aiso added an RBI
Poet 26 (2-0) paraded 104 in the second game behind fie peching of
Graves County's T J Johnson liturrey's John ()avid Porto, pocked up the
save with 1 1t3 innings of rebel Murree's Preston Weatherly went 3 Icor 3 ant,
3 RBIs while Robert Weatherly pocked up 3 RBIs going 2 lor 4 Marshal
Counfis Robert Sanders and Ben Meyer each had two hits
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HIGH Sc

and K Suilivan. Judy Andrews and Linda McDade, 4: Jack* Handley and Ladonna Drake.
Maras Pritchett and Sid Lomond.Mary Jen,Park and Jane Ann Nall. SA:Cynd Pone(and Pet
Smoddy. Freda Lanrner and Aron Caureey,Joy Roach and Angie Heywood. MI:Veneta Sexton
and Evelyn Jones. Inus Orr and Betty Stewart Mehra Hatcher and J Johnson. I:IA Shufleo
and D Villanova.Connie Lamkin and Donna Vrear.Susan Denton and June lamkin. 7:Jennder
Crouse and G. Hopkins, Grace James and Sue Lamb,8 Brewer and Laura Parker. I: Billy
Soot!and Lula Bingham, Norms Frank and Sally Crass. Joan Scotland Diane Leos: IA:P
Buchman and Sue Jordan, IA Schmidt and Nooks Fitch, Sue Outlarxt and Lynn Dowdy. NI:
Maggie Bailey and Dot Hays,Susan °attic and Dot Dreher.Toni Hopson and Barbara Gray, 10:
Betty Lowry and laary Anderson, Betty Hinton and Sue Brown. Trina Middleton and Allow
Graham; 12:Bile Cahoon and Sham Gibbs,Pam Cahoon and Agnes Payne,Freda Steely and
P. Shoemaker; 13: Beverty Solomon and IA Farmer, MON Solomon and Ve Severna, Hilda
Jackson and Partner; 14A:Ann Tyne* and Cynthia Darnall,Coma McManusand J McManus
Shirley Wade and Anna Coleman; 110:lAurrelle Walker and P. Noel. Brands Parker and E
Caldweil, Sue Weil, and Crystal Parks: /5: trio* Woods and Sue Son. Ada Roberts and
Shifts Bennett, Kay Lopansri and Bea Adkins; 16A:C. Robertson and M. Litchfield. V. Brooks
and V.K Crenshaw, R Cullom and Frances Richey. /60:lAanlyn Hopson arid J Fowler. D
Ballard and B. Callaway, E. Garrison 071d N. Haversiock; 17:Mary Weis and K. Wnght. Anna
Adams and Billie lson, U.lankton and Patty Turner; /0:B Sloan and Anna Duke, I Hulsey
and C. Brooks, M.S. Ryan and Louise Lamb.
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FROM PAGE 6
Anderson, whose defense cooled
off Miller. The Indiana guard
took only 13 shots, missed eight
and never reached the free-throw
line.
"I take the burden for this
loss," Miller said. "1 feel bad for
the guys because I didn't play
particularly well. They should
have nothing to put their heads
down about. This is definitely
Reggie Miller blowing it for
them."
The other Pacers failed to
compensate.
Indiana shot just 37 percent.
The Magic did better than that
from 3-point range, hitting
13-of-27, including 5-of-7 by
Scott.
For the second consecutive
year, the Pacers fell one game
shy of the finals. A year ago
today, Indiana lost to the New
York Knicks 94-90 in Game 7 of
the conference finals.
"This is probably a little more
disappointing," Miller said.
"Last year a lot of guys were just
excited to be in the Eastern Conference finals."
This year's elimination left the
Pacers bitter. Jackson complained
that the Magic kept their starters
on the court even when the outcome was evident.
"It's a total lack of class, lack
of respect, to leave your guys in
the game until 52 seconds to go,
up 25 points," Jackson said.
"You just don't do that."
Magic coach Brian Hill
declined to respond. Hardaway
shrugged off Jackson's
-- With a Woodmen
annuity, your dollars
earn Uri-deferred
Interest at a
competitive'rate To
find out more about
Woodmen•
Tax-Deferred
Annuities contact:

complaint.
"We're a young team, and
coach just wanted us to enjoy it,"
Hardaway said. "That's not anything to get mad about."

S.

IONSHIPS
IAARX

OuNGIsago • T ,eniet Woo

Murray's Chris Chesney accepts the state championship medal for the
400-meter relay turn Saturday as team members Allen Thompson (left)
and Joramis Olive look on.

said.

Saturday ended the high school
career of Chcancy. who said it
was good to finally grab a state
championship before leasing
Murray High.
"I was trying to make up for
the football season fa controversial loss in the state title game)."
he said. "It's still on my mind
and it probably always will be,
but this helps a lot."
Also on Saturday, Murray's
Jon Bell took fifth in the discus
with a best throw of 131-9.
On the girls side, Calloway
seventh -grader Brooke Lencki
was fourth in the Class AA
300-meter hurdles with a time of
47.26 while eighth-grader Jessica
Norsworthy was seventh in the
shot put with a best distance of
30-8 and Missy Stubblefield did
not finish in the top six in the
1600-meter run. For Murray's
girls, the 800-meter relay team
was sixth in 1:55.87 while Bonnie Payne failed to place in the
top six in the shot put and high
jump as did Lane Dennison in the
100-meter hurdles.

PLAN NOW TO ATTEND OUR VBS!

John W. Hernmons
Woodmen Bldg.
1rd A Maple Murray
7S13-9730
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Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

WAREHOUSE TIRE

400 Industrial Rd • 753-1111 • Owners

Ronnie Melvin & Gerteld Boyd

tattttattai
CARS

TRUCKS

VANS

— TRUCKS & VANS —
.94 Toyota T100 4x4 DX — 13,000 mi P/S
P/B, air, 5 speed.

'94 Dodge Dakota 4x4 Club Green, 47,000

Vacation Bible School
at the

Coldwater
Church of Christ
Highway 121 North - Murray, KY
Phone: (502) 489-2219

•

June 5 - 9
at 7:00-8:45 p.m.
Plan Now To Attend and Invite Your
Friends To Come With You!

Classes for all ages!
Nursery Provided!

• THEME:
'73ecause Jesus Died For Me"

Nightly Lessons Include:
Monday: I Want To Learn His Word
Tuesday: I Want To Stand Up For Jesus
Wednesday: I Want To Respect All Authorit
Thursday: I Want To Forgive Others
Friday: I Want To Be A Worker For Jesu•

* ADULT CLASS SPEAKERS *
Monday
Loyd Canter

Tuesday
Butch Colley

Wednesday
Stan Colley

Thursday
Howell Ferguson

Friday
Jim Canter

•

•

PRE-REGISTRATION FORM
Address

1
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•
•
•

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.
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Muray.•
FROM PAGE 6
legs:- Harrell said. "He was capable of winning the long jump
and he really wanted to excel in
it and the 400-meter dash, but it
was just the way things fell in
place. I wish the long jump could
have been Friday."
Trigg County won the boys
Class A title with 62 points.
Sanchez, already with four
state titles as a sophomore, said
the 400-meter relay team was
confident the whole time about
winning the state championship.
"We worked on it more than
anything," he said. "We were
really confident because we got
our handoffs down, and when
everybody else was still waiting
for the baton, we were down the
field."
Olive said the Tigers took
extra time to work on their handoffs and recently changed the
motion from handing the baton
off from the side to bringing it
down into the next runner's hand.
"Bringing it down like that is
more of a natural motion, and it
helped us get a faster takeoff." he

os

•

WIPOPOL.10

Hart Invitational tee times announced

Joenna Gibbs and V Milkmen. Wanda Brown and lAary Bon. Rochelle Cadoell and Lea
Jarrett; II: Ruby Bennett and Shviay Morns, Donna Trogola and Wanda lIsnax. Toe
Talmage and Heather Hoarier. 3A:Wary Bogard am/ Lets Taylor. sandy Weintraub and Traci
Pwsons. V Singleton and Jaclue Halley. 311:Frances Hass and J Sulkvan, Tamrnie B Smith

•
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THURSDAY:
• Oeltwood Studios 0, ZAX 2(Oakwood) Daniel Dycus 28. IS. Courtney
Stylus I B iftchael Noggins 18. Terry Adams 1B (ZAX) Blake Hoover 28
Derrick Houston 18, Demo* Dillon 18 Dustin Howard 18
FRIDAY
• Owen Food Merkel 13, Mr. cliant's 10 (Owen) Chris Owen 2 28. Mano
Lawrence 18. Bobby Ives 18, Foster Logan 113. Jess* Keyes 18 Jess. Turner 18 (Vs Gam's) Brandon ENuns 2-18, James Ouertermous 28 Domi
nique Hudspeth 28, Clint Johnson 113. Nick Warner 18

The following are tee times for the Hart Invitational at Murray
Country Club on June 7. The tournament will begin with a shotgun start
at 9 a.m.:
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mi., P/13, P/S, air, AM/FM cassette, tilvcruise.
'93 Plymouth Voyager SE — White, 21,000'
mi., power windows, power locks, air,
tilt/cruise.
'93 Chevy S10 Club — Red, 65,000 mi. 5
speed, air, P/S, P/W.
1
93 Dodge Ramcharge LE 47.000 nit 2
WD, tilt/cruise, air.
'92 Chevy Stepside Silverado — 30,000 MI
loaded, P/S, P/B, air, tilt/cruise.
'91 Toyota 4x4 Red,46,000 mi., 5 speed. P/S.
P/B, CD player.
'91 Dodge Caravan — Burgundy, 80,000 mi
'87 GMC S15 — Gray. 129.000 mi.
'85 Toyota Fourrunner — Red, 186,000 mi
hunter special, 5 speed.

— CARS —
'93 Ford Tempo — Red, 37,000 mi., auto., air,
P/S, P/B, AM/FM.

'93 Chevy Lumina APV

Burg /tan, 30,000
ml., loaded', tilt/cruiser P/W, P/D., 7 pass.
93 Toyota Corolla - Blue, 46,000 mi.,P/S, P/B,
automatic transmission, one owner.
'93 Saturn SL2 Blue,-.50,000 mi., 5 speed.
P/S, P/B, air, local'.
'92 Chevy Z-34 — Red, loaded.
'92 Dodge Shadow — Burg., 55,000 mi., P/S.
P/B, air, auto.
'91 Chevy Cavalier —2door, 96,000 mi., P/S.
P/8, air, automatic trans.

Phone
legal Mumbo Jumbo: AM prices are phis tax. Ws & I 4$, •...

Last Grade Completed
"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

Age
Parents/Guardian's Name
•

Notice: Parents, if your child plass to attend, please fill out the registration
slip at the left and send with your child in order that we may have the proper
Information on each student. Thank you!

Come Study With Us At Vacation Bible School!

PEPPERS
0
Dodge

Jeep
Eagle

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris
642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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HOURS.
Mon.-Fit 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
• Doodlnos aro 2 days
bs actrancet
•

Tobacco Workers Needed
rill. Lelia
Neese

•

7-8-95 — 12-15-95
7-11-95 — 10-7-95

. •

LEGAL NOTICE
Nouco is hereby given that Peoples Bank of
Murrsy, Murray, Kentucky, has made application to the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation for the construction and placement of• branch bank in the new Kroger
Supermarket located at 808 North 12th
Street, Murray. Kentucky 42071

•

Any pinion wishing to comment on this
application may file his or her comments in
wrung with the regional director of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation at
its regional office at 5100 Poplar Avenue,
Suite 1900. Memphis, Tennessee 38137,
before process*ng ofthe application has been
completed Processing will be completed no
earlier than the 15th day following either
the date of the required publication or the
data of receipt of the application by the
FDIC. whichever is later The period may be
extended by the regional director for good
cause The nonconfidential portion of the
application file is available for inspection
within one day following the request for
such file lt may be inspected in the corporation s regional office dunng regular business hours Photocopies of information in
the nonconfitienual portion of the application file will be made available upon request
A schedule of charges for such copies can be
obtained from the regional office
This notice is published pursuant to part
11 of the rules and regulations of
303 6 t
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Peoples Bank of Murray
By Harold G Doran. Jr

FOR SALE ••
FOR SALE
Frame house buildtrig TO BE MOVED
from the land of the
Baptist
Hazel
Church May include
central heat and air
unit. Sealed bids to
be postmarked by
June 29. 1995 Send
btds to Hazel Baptist
ChurctrP 0 Box 129
Heal. Ky 42049
Strict terms & condiFor
tions apply
more details contact
Pastor Tim Adcock
at 492-8168 or 4928664

hoepehmttkiapply if
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
six& as chernoter
apy For tree informs
Don call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
,oce

TUPPERWARE op•n
house June 61h Senior Cmzen &skiing, 7th & Popular
Spm bl Sipm June product
Carol
on display
502 753-9472
0511

led
And Found
LOST Cat grey & black
tabby medium. iong hair
tufty tai New Buck s Body
Shop & South 9th
753 9139
LOST whet short hair Nomale cat(named Kilu)in tie
area of Fastens & Glendale Ca 753-9719
360

ACCOUNTS Receivable
dee' needed Entry level
position. data entry, cornpaW expenence and some
accounting background
needed Please send your
resume so P 0 Box 1040E,
Kerrey. KY 42071
AVON sell at work home.
anywhene Be your own
boss' Earn 50%
1100-5344528 kid/Rep
BIG Apple Ca* Puryeer.
Tn nosy hong cooks pert
time or liii bine Apply n
person after 11am
1 901-247 5798

00 you need a GED/ Do
you need hope for the kites and help to get a soki
career" We hew 22 JOB
..ONE Woe Huning Club openings for people 16 thru
consatiety
for
inc Lookrig
21 tot are not full erne high
scaous taw abng mem
school students Call
bees to loin ties hunting
753 9378 Rye days a week
dub We current'', Pave*
between 8 CiOarn 3 Wpm
renovates lease loft West
This propel • funded by
veto tor 1 335 acres of
tie Job Training Pennerin
New
trocisily located
ship Act through to Ken
Concord Ky Annusi dues
kicky Department for Emare $.315 00 of anal game
ployment Services and the
For rriors takerneson con
West Kentucky Private In
tact Keith Black at
dusty Ociunal This a an
7535246 or 7530639
Equal Opportunity ixog
ram Auxiliary ads and setvices are avertable upon
request to sawdust with
diabetes

In Memory of J.N. Reed
your birthday
box of banditti' ownones
71trr get I lam
Nut 1 ortll tarp for yeas gadpert
lirappri true kror and /notion sal ha
rids nbetxt of tars
Wen

Silly Missed
Fens

Do you have acne prone skin facial
scars tine lines? Would you like to have
firmer softer younger looking skin in
weeks? Try Glycoligue 3 Step Skin Re
pair Buy a starter kit and qualify for the
Peel Deal-

on lour
No Gimmicks

new you

weeks

Ask about our natural nail care program
flow you Can have pretty hands & nails
naturally

Pedicure - $16.00
reg

OUTLAW Construction
We custom build log homes
& have kg home supplies
lor the dos yourself person
Appreval. licensed, general
conearaor with 25yrs ex
(serene@ VA FHA 2 10
HBW warranty For al your
tog home needs cal Shannon Hems 502-436-5210 •

He
Wanted

CANCER
INSURANCE

TUPPERWARE Party 3
people 4 products demo 5
nun out in 30 frin Cali
C,aroi 753 9472

'rooky woad here

OPEN Pizza Megic Aurora
Op•n 5pni Clos•d
lA:sn Tues Pizza. saleds
Not asindosches gyros &
tweed sticks Dine- in or
carry out 474 8119 or
I 800649 3004

$22 00)

Acrylic Nails - $25.00
•
With any hair service IVO •
Off any nail or loot care service
or vice VerSd
•
•

‘Frtrtge 'Ben el t.c

Hair & Skin • 759 1871

/Jails • 753 1137

EIJPLOYMENT COORDI
NATOR. Career Services
Poseon to bow July 1996
Qualificasons Boor-Mauroate degree required Exceptional interpersonal
skits and knowsedge of our rent fob search techniques
Pot include the preparation
of resumes. cower letters.
and interviews skids required An ability to make
preparasons for a wide variety of groups that ndude
empkryers. student. and
acuity required Must have
expenence with persons'
computers and various
software packages Adesory or cxxinseling experience with young adults is
preferred Responsiteites
Sdexfuing on-campus inweave. supervising the
publication of tie ts-week/y
'Opportunities Bulletin',
maintain Lbw-dela anion
rnabon of lAurray Stasi Ureversey's World Wide Web
Home page with job vacancies. supervise al data entry of completed placement
lies into a computerized
data base, develop lob
leads for graduates Application Deadline June 16.
1995 To Apply Send reSUMO. letter of saerest and
names and addresses of
three references to Lisa
Ragsdale. Search Committee Chair. Career Services.
Murray State University.
P0 Box 9. Murray KY
42071-0009 Murray Stale
University a an equal education and employment opportunity. M/F/D, AA
employer
JACK of all trades prefer
retiree for apt , maintenance 759-4118 between
2-pm
METAL Feb at Calvert City.
Ky is taiung applications for
waders and liners of plate
and structural steel Phone
395-5300
MURRAY Christian
Academy a accepting applications for teachers
grades K-6 Call 759-1555
for applecabon
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 HOURS)

Ages 5-13

SPFS Incorporated second
latent franchisee.of Silonrfs Incorporated is now
hang tor manager positions at our Captain D's
location in Bardstown, KY.
Must be hands on type
manager. able to lead. and
set the exam* Most like
dealing with the public.
Benefits include monthly
bonuses, paid vacation,
personal holiday & Major
Medical available, salary
negolisbie. After training.
relocation will be paid for
those who guilty. Call Sam
Beavers Mon- Tues. at
502-348-4272 to schedule
Interview. EOE.

753-7201

WAITRESS, dancers
wanted Da House Cafe,
Paris, TN. 901-62-4297.

TAKING appecabons at WAITRESS/ servers
Dutch Essenhaus House wanted, experience necessary Graystone RestateCasters
an(, Pans 901-644-2525 or
DRIVERS
TRUCK
901-243-4921
NEEDED NOW!No experience necessary C D L WANTED ktictunistr Weltraining available Immedi- der TIG experience, CNC./
ate openings. $600 per EOM a plus, experience
week Interviews Thursday required. retirees welcome
Call now 1 003 467-3806 Send resume to P.O. Box
1024. Mayfield, Ky 42061

:ART LESSONS:
D'ART SUPPLY
Court Square

Tooter's Antiques &
Snack Bar

NOW hires; for handy man
Al around maintenanc,. to
include marring cleaning &
general repair Call
753-8767 or 4362054

EARN up to $1.000 weekly
processing mid Start now PERSONABLE & enthuse
no assonance tree sup- tic nude sales person on
pees. triton/wan no obli- local scoreboard manufacSend self keing company Cal after
gation
addressed staved .n
2pm Mon Fn 759 1600
lope to Bucks Dept 14
N & as
6407. Sandra Rd . Sues PRODUCTIO
emery waivers tor local
133 217. San Antonio. Tx'
scoreboard maufacturing
78250
company CM alter 2prn
EXPERIENCED carpenter Mon- Fri 759 1600
in framing & finish work
Most be a pertectionist RESTAURANT Manager
vtaffled for uPScale supper
4.36 2766
dub Experience required
EXPERIENCED travel Send resume to P0 Box
agent needed Sul or pan 1040C Murray. Ky 42071
sine Send resume to P0
Box 430. Ciebensvile. KY SAFETY advisors
$2150/per mo Company
420.14
will train call Mon Fri
HENTON 6 Sons Cash & 9am tem
only
Carry now scooping WO- 615-399-8269
cations for kill ono delmay/
sass parson Mat be at SIRLOIN Stockade now
Is
18rs old with a void haring cooks. cashiers de
drivers license Apply in heather & salad bar seen
person at 621 S 4111 St dem Apply n person be
Mean 24 Mon Fri
next door to DIT Foods

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southom
Baptist School

,
I

OPEN FALL 1995
(Grades K-6)
En1011 Students Now
kap,WWI SOW Towler Applbelow

Tobacco Workers Needed
7-10-95 — 9-15-95
7-24-95 — 12-28-95
7-15-95 — 12-19-95
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting
area. transportation & subsistence paid
when 1/2 contract met. $6.00/hr. - cutting/housing.$5.47/hr,- setting/stripping.
Contact local State Employment Service
Office.

WILDLIFE/ Conservation
Jobs. Game wardens, security, maintenance, etc. No
exp. necessary. Now hiri n g . For info call
(219)794-0010 ext. 7159
8am-lOpm. 7 days.

In Hazel • 492-6111

Home of the famous 'Tooter Burger"
Tooter's Is expanding with 35 new booths
and shelves for rent Air conditioned, good
lighting. Available soon. Call or come by
today to reserve your space?

coLammE :

BILLING SERVICE MANAGER
New position for experienced,
enthusiastic manager for medical
services billing organization in
Murray, Kentucky.

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced. references. Cal
Linda 759-9553.

Previous experience as a business office manager in a hospital

I will sit with elderly, anytime. Consider live in, ref.,
exp. Call 753-4590 for
information.

or clinical setting is desired.
A strong background in claims

WILL babysit in my home
(fenced yard). Call for info.
753-7940 leave message.

processing, account billing, collection and report analysis. Excellent
communication skills to maintain

WILL dean houses, apt.,
offices. etc. Reasonable
rates, rehab* service. Ca
Denise at 753-8086.

community

Would like for you to consider a career in the
growing Rent-to-Own industry. We are currently accepting applications for the following positions: Management trainee, Account/Collection Manager and Delivery Specialist(s). We are hiring motivated people
who have good customer service skills and
enjoy having a good TYME at work.
We are locally owned and operated and the
areas largest rental company while still
growing. We offer excellent benefits including a health insurance package, competitive
wages, an excellent working environment,
If you are looking fix the right opportunity,
look no further. We are What's Right For
You. Apply in person at408 N. 12th, Murray,
Ky.

IrNUIELNG

tion experience a plus.
For immediate consideration,
send resume and salary requirements to:

FAMILY business: Business for immediate sale in
Murray area. Income to
$61,000 sell for $14,000
cash. Serious inquiries
only. Call 1-800-779-5650.

P.O. Box 1040-D
Murray, Ky. 42071

FOR sale: Pizza business,
Hardin, Ky $2,500 obo.
437-3028.
RETAIL franchise opportunity, existing locations
Call
available.
1-800-277-3278.
WOULD you like to be a
Hypnotterapist in your own
private practice. If you like
to help people & earn good
money at the same time
you probably can be. For
inbrmabon cal the National Assoc of Conceptional Therapy & Hypn ot h•r a p y
1800-279-8004.

OPPORTUNITIES '

Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic,growth-oriented hospital invites
you to join a team of professionals who
are committed to providing highquality *healthcare. With state-of-theart technology, we are able to offer a
challenging work environment that will
allow you to realize your potential. We
have the following openings:

Plided/Surg/Pede:

RN's all shifts,
full time.

relations is a must.

Supervision and office coordina-

WHATS RIGHT FOR YOU!

and much more.
NOW hinng delivery driver.- %lob* hours, minimum wipe plus ms & commission Apply in person at
Pape Johns Pizza

7-10-95 — 10-15-95
7-4-95 — 12-18-95
75% Ume guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting
area. transportation & subsistence paid
when 1/2 contract met. $5.47/hr. - cutting/housing.$5.47/hr. - setting/stripping.
Contact local State Employment Service
Office.

CARPENTERS
Attention: Framers, Form
Carpenters, Drywall and
Metal Stud Framers. and

PAT PIONE
1101ITE

Ceiling and Floor Installers.

50 Local &
Established Sites
Earn $1500 wkly.

Do you want information on a better way
of life with better wages, benefits and
working conditions? Attend a meeting of
area carpenters on Thursday, June 15.
1995 at 0:30 p.m. at 2029 Cairo Road
In Paducah. Kentucky.
Contact the Kentucky State District
Council of Carpenters. AFL-CIO

Open 24 hrs.

Call 1100466-4588

CLASS/RED

442-1148 or 1-800-815-1057
All calls will be kept confidential.

Its

your future.

make the call/

Surgery: RN
With Experience
Surgery:

Fisher-Price

OFtT
With Experience

We offer competitive salary
and a comprehensive
benefits package.
more information, contact:
Fran Cashman, RN, IVISN
Director of Nursing
(901)844-8257

For

or apply in person at

RIC.HENRY COUNTY

,
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities
positions
operator
production
for
accepted
being
now
applications we
on the folitriving shifts:
• 12 hour swing (eitaidod hours with low of off time)

bour fixed (Moistley-Pridey, Firu/Second/Tbird)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m/6 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Starting pay rases we $5.59 for 12 how work schedules and $5.30for
Rand 4 boar. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay rate of $3.511 plus a comprdiensive benefit package.
If you've got whet it m.es to wort with the world's best tornakers,

•$

please contect:

MIC MEDICAL CENTERt4
TYSQN AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

Merrs7 gamPlirsent Agesey
Mk,* mi. ern, `'eglarc4.,r4.-17telif
7911-2116
ha Seal appealed* braeleystr-MtF/D/V

.
SV,r7-47

4,'

1r 4
it. •

liauRRA't LEDGER &

Osegalless

I

HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATED AT
13644 CHESTNUT IN
THE OUCIELANO SHOPPING CENTER, NUT TO
PAPA JOHNS PIZZA
CALL 713-7661
SEE HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR YOUR
COMPUTER ANO °FIRM
FURNITURE NEEDS
7534001

el
SE/
IP

SHORT Off MEMORY OR
HARD DRIVE SIZE. SEE
HAWKINS RESEARCH MI
DIXIELAND CENTER.
753-7001

be

m.

ANTIQUES by tie psoos or
collections 753 9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good used
res. shotguns and pa
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
MUrrally
DOLL house sold at garage
1985 on Oxford Dr
Gift from my father
759-4503

ed

saki wi

USED 250 or 503 gallon
propane tank
Call
759-9752

free
Ring
paid
cut
itng
rvice

WANT so buy Antiques &
collectibles, coca cola
lams. civil war artitacts,
stone wheliey pugs with advertising, gas & oil advertising, glassware. Elvis memorbila, etc Phone
753-3633 ask tor Larry

1 lam=

AMON
For Ode

2 GARC4A &Meng mete
NEW mew sang & r001
JVC Mose oreoserie wet
Carer 36. cut to anti.
mamas 4 Goer speakers in 10 colors
100 welt mar & ladies gollt anis graverumw
dues PW praphas and • livelabS• POONItle car
Most shall rBOW micro pen kits 4119 1'22 or
wawa also collection of MID 2724
France wine 2
wicries Egon
in SNAPPER 25' hi vec
,arcedpokt
humor case Shot 3pon mower $500 obo Cal
755 4900 Mir 9poe
753 7419

yr

224 s $1 es FIBERGLASS
roofing many lends Cheap'
Paschal Salvage Hwy Get
h
South of Hamel
901 496 9964

SOFA • &WS $OO eat
bath maltreat• box spring
$50 oval breaded rug $25
corner tabI• 918
753-5371

BABY quail $10rea Hun
Mods to choose horn
328 8703

USED bogie carpet ap
proximately SO yards
$260 7539240

BOARD Truclung and Ex
coveting, Inc We haul lop
sod, gravid. fill din. while
rock rip rap Mon Fri
&4prn. 753-2446

CULTURED marble sinks.
bog stick. cheapl Vinyl remnant for bathroom.
9t5iea Paschal Sahage. DUNCAN Phyfe dining
Hwy 641 A mile South of room suite. 6 chairs,cap
Mons chair, excelent condoHazel 901 498 8964
don. priced reasonable
DEBBIE S This & That Cal 753-8349
Shop Antiques. collect'
MATCHING loveseat &
Nes. toots. crafts & more
Greatly reduced price's on chair extra long couch &
many items Slop by & see write occasionel chars.
me New items have sr- bullet labia tha seals 12
nved Hwy 94 East 3 moles Can be seen by calling
out Hour's 11-4 Mon, 7532477 or 753-6997
Tues. Thur. Fn, 9-12 Sat WOODEN rocking
chair.
Ina new 492-61211
DUNE buggy for sale
492-8723

10" CRAFTSMAN radial
arm saw, 225 amp. Lincoln
welder, two utility trailers
502-354-8254

I, free
Ulung
paid
- cutping
ervice

2 STEEL safes at Horton
Lock Shop One 52H x 32w
x 250, 74H x 36W x 31D,
burglar resistance,. TL rat753.5990 753-1203
after Sprn

FIBERGLASS topper for
long wheelbase, full size
pick-up, $250. 436-2523
NARROW leaf madole &
burley float plants Call
753-0619 if no answer
leave message
NEW sharp 10 compartment cash reg , $350 Fax
machine $100 437-3028

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

ER

Hwy. 641

ced,
Jical
1 in

1

ELECTRIC computerized
treadmill, 1500 753-9240
ENCLOSED utility trailer
6.10x6t1 high. $1000, obo
502 247 8754 after 5pm

led

COUCH & chair good oon
Peon. $85 Electroc lift
chair owellent condeon
$200 Call 753-2636

North • Murray, KY 42071

Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

„

I

Fere
Equipment

11-Row AC NoTill Planter With
Call
Monitor.
901-243-2631
after 6 p.m.

200
Sports
Equipmerd
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
220

502-759-1333

)usipital

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices

ELECTRIC guitar fender
amp, $150 759-1655

Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

aims
Ilectient
Main
lust.
iina-

.;*

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for 6175 a month
(paid in advance).

uire-

Rote Effective Agx1I 1. 1995

CoN 753-1916 for details.

/ ALPINE.
•)ockroldrosciale•
.

Tapes
clario
CD's
An. ex Ana
ics itZle
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

I

Dixieland Center

753-0113

Amertca II Second Car

;11olti
Ducklin
g
.
„
LiCEECIIIEM

tS

rid
nd
lers.

I of- Astons

Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

!I way
and
ingot
e 15.
Road

Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So 12Ih
Murray. KY 42071

Lowest Rates In Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

triCt
10

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

1057

iL

7a11/

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an -almost
guaranteed issue- and the policies will
he issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best
or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

tunibes,
Knitions

0 p m)
15 30 for
wt offer a
Ackage
rmakess,

McConnell
Insurance,Aserwy
5.more.
4.4.cti

ifY
753-4199 Noot Ione id. 1-800-4554199

10..

1111 +Mt 41111.0111•1111.111.111.11.1111.1...'
-*--

BIG truck load of salvage
material in Many different
items cheap' Bring truck
Paschall Salvage Hwy 641
h mile South of Hazel
901 498-8964
270
WW1
Homes For Sale
12.60 2BR completely
furnished, utility pole, must
sell, asking $5,600
492-8604
1988 CUSTOM built North
River 14.70 2br, 2 baths,
utility room,central h/a, fireplace and many extras On
rented lot near Irvin Cobb.8
miles from Murray Must
see to appreciate. $12,600
753-0444
50 ACRES with trailer
Dover. In
$37,500
502-759-4021
ONE of the Southeast
largest & oldest retailer of
quality built homes. Shop
and compare. we'll be your
best housing value. Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc Hwy
79E. Pans. Tn, weekdays
Id 8 00, Sat 016 00 & Sun
1 00
to
6 00
1-800-642-4891
QUALITY homes depend
able service and afford
able prices Your housing
leader" Dinkins Mobile
Homes. Inc. Hwy 79E
Pans. Tn 1 800 6424891
280
Mobile
Hamm For Riat
2BR 2 bath 1 mile from city
limas. $250/mo. $100 do
post no pets 759-1799
28R motile home C lea,
water furreshed $275/mo
Coleman RE, 753 9894
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br.
etectnc or gas Walking dm
Sena, to college 753 5200
2Ilt
Hess Lab For Real
NEW park, newer model
homes only Concrete
droves & walks Trash pick
up I. ostr waver $100nno
492 6448
NORTHWIND Mobile
1-icirne Pt 753 9866

DOWNTOWN cake sOmm
seeable across from
courthouse 1196.1no novo
sn aI 'Masa 753 1266
OFFICE or mead budding
zoned B2 appro. 1600 sq
II NE corner lbro• Pop/
IN Call 7531001
OFFICE or business woo
eili R 3011 N It. next to
Fee's 7539212
RETAIL or Once Space in
3 Sale Shopping Conte
753-4509 or 7538612

names
Fa Sea

raT:
Wee as art arras lbs
Moiled an campus crow
web Wan dorms lo
very very aora melees 2
people 111103mos 3 pee"
$450 so 753 2339 or
75311767

MLA CAL Reale, wean
sane reel iseasse menege

NOW Ialung applications
tor Seaman•low owe hous
rig Apply in wean al
Soutns.de Manor _S
Broad Si Extended be
Nilsen Gam 12noon No
phan• ails
as. Equal
Housing Oppoebney

TAAE a took rosOa an Paw
Ito IN properly Wawa
Realty 121 South Call
753 5096

31111 2 bosh dupei doubie
airport on Southwood Di
7537547

PASTURE & barn space
included oth furnished Ibt
utilities included
apt
$350/inc 436 4236 week
753-0732
days.

3 LOTS an East V Subdnri
soon $8500 7539274

MOM

P11••••"••• COMPPler

MURRAY Manor Apart
metes now accepting appli
cations for 1 ?tot apartments Apply in person
1 30pm Ipm Mon Fri.
1409 Dugiud Dr
NOW evadable tbr furnished apt at utilises in
duded in rent deposrt and
Wee required no pets
435-2756 NW 4prn

7 Party
Garage Sale

FOR Investors 2912 sq ft
new duplex Fall Brook
Rental income
Sub
$1t00 mo Price $123 000
492 8516 or 762 7221

for free geese or reamildas

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price romps 11
you we thinking of being
contact one of our cosine
ous and professional
agents at 75.3 1222 or slop
by office at 711 In St

CONCRETE REPAIR
Cracks in Dnvinrayi
Walkways Piliot Garages
F'pension Joins %pieced
Wasrprooling
All we. 10 Year Warann,

1-800-700-9464
Cali

Sex. '9'1
Serving

p.

We have been your Custom builder in the
past We int now expanding Our busbnistis
to birder meet your needs In addition to
custom building we can now take care of
your narnocIeling needs additions, wind or
water damage or replace your rooting

'Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.

1981 GL-500 &homing
new rear tire, new wide
held road ready $1295
7530331

FREE Eadonsiee 7514343
-imemeeesseeireim

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

DIAL - 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

STU MEADOWS
CONSTIOCTIOI

Wirfil

PHI

For All Your
Building Needs
& Repairs

Mary Brot•ringineyer

15 Years Experience
For Frye Estimate Call

f'ilr* all ;IN

Insured

492-8723

Nk

Leave Message

ECONOMY' METAL & SUPPLY CO.

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services

Your

Source For Metal Rooting &

We Spa:maze an Cleaning'
Siding • Homes • Mobile Hanes • Rods • Bncli

David

aorows

•

Phone (502) 79-4734

eekl:

- Dial Now

4dvertise Here!

All Ivo-.
1-800-:;/45-60:13

sipwfiri LAole

r

•

KIN CARPET CLEANING
Cape( • Upholstery
1 (800) 642-7740
DIM the 800 number first Mien
AA Cap*
you hear a recorded message
Rove Engler
enter the Access Code 85

Ow Garden Daily 9 a.m.4 p.m.

r

Gwk bit WanI Se Las
liew Dom IMelee Ourk
NI Disbar at %or* 1211
Mayfield. KY 42004

Wain

(In (Ad Tievwcw irs,, Anteereee)
Iv, mete "(wily bassierr

V. McGary

mu= -----"Tric-?Itdla
flw-

111441,

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
Yolu are rreprevehlr hit the riediri fibire Ilter Medi
care does owe pay SO"in Lit.L.A
.
,IjIIwe Patel,
Call mi.'frif moire 4.4.1.nomo
r rr
.
"
-Tr arta ,se
FKEE 11E11'IN II AIM
PK MY t I If N

753-7890 s
a

and Wust Teno

ek•

RECENTLY remodeled
well Ouse 3br 2 bath brick
home on town. 1800 sq It
C•ii
living space
7536099. $78200

Lou

753-2993

Wet9Pr" •.v

4.41111111111111E8

INSURANCE

CsarC N,ursery

Fr.. E signal's
Anytime
Local References

•
NEVA
./1./0/1Wei
_
. CO
wows••••
%

NEW affordable homes
23tx'wi city Sears at mid
50 s financing available
payments less than rent
Sidewalks storm sewers
curbs & all underground
utilities 753 4444

Come see the blooming Dayalks. Japanese
Iris and Hostas Over 900 varieties
Fro* Plant With Thls Coupon

3 TON
Evasmawar.salaic;,...1-eaf turn ion on van callow& 140,4114ww, maadar
never Lsietl. unable ICI all; 1 pontoon) Go
trot rnie. bon left on Bethel Church
Pod $800. Mks $700 ale. • Rd (1463) Fast road
to left(Crook Rd )tom let 1st
753 44121 before Sprn. Mar I how
.ori tea (appro. 1/4 mile)
Spin 437 49T7

•

NEW 3br homes priced in
70 s & 80 s financing avast
able wd consider trade
753 3672 after 5pm

Commercial Waste
1/FT
Disposal
HALEY Appraisal Service
Bob Haley state certified
Cal 489-2266

Call 753-6869

FOR sale by owner 2tx 1
bath brick in town nice lot
fenced yard storage build
wig 75-30196 or 75-35491
after 5pm

7.53-2!)62

Vinyl

A Prokssiosal Service
Specializisi is kitchess & Bathrooms
Is help yes pea raw hem \Swam w Ballroom

MURRAY 753-9224

II

M & M Remodeling
Service

FARM house & acreage
reduoado
acres 2 or
3brs 7532171

Chiropractor

June 7 & $
94 E to 280 pass Millar
Golf Course - 2nd road
to right (Wright Rd.)
2nd house on left (1
mk).
5 hp Johnsco boa motor. becyde, table crafts,
washer A drys( MK
Owe. air cond. clothes
(very small-plc)

INS Ciff vROLE T mesa
wagon nee wee •
'XXX
MOOS $1 *00 obo
75-3 462100ms Spin also
Sam 437 49,
7

1983 HONDA 650 Napo
Pems elopement crandeon
$1 750 obo 756 1214 afar
Gem

BY owner below appraised
vsbas 2br vinyl siding very
good condition good
neighborhood
Call
753 1352

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

I)r.

1N11 YOLILSWACit N Gee
Sap sunroof pail cone
len $1250 7555003

191111 HONDA Act oid
1991 BLASTER looks loaded ewer Wee
serv%Are
good run* greet new ie9uIerip 34 mpg iv..
brakes and cso.ibm 91 WO m•inienanc•
r•i.•b •
,
3511 duples for sale
obo 7539149
'2 XXX
has ha.
TS3 5114
1902 HARI'Y Deindeor damage $2 500 C•
31111 house for sale on emir
1145 low tidal commove '5-35.249 uf 7530539
7535356
be. oozes corean cilia ietss 1)10(,49T yob ST
ATTENTION property In- ()waffle 2 Sane paint mu runs goy, $I ooc
V•111111111 Dupsei soh wig sew Maury windsresid '53 6'09
$600. rnpnIttly income • .ale bags $1210)
11.31 N 4e) front um* 2te obo 753 0632 days 1969 L1friC0iN Town
Ihreceisai • gas heat 436 5575 ales 73n
good
conditior,
back undtis nom*, tempo
1992 YAMAHA 750 virago 502 492 9.359
Pal lb/ apt Lot zoned mint Condition ridden
1969 SSE RC citiv sate. sot
commercial to ea.., future urger 1200 miles Our
Power '0 XXX mem iera•
sorT1 $49 900 753 23.39 gardy with
iota of chrome• nice $4 700 75.3 49'13
7539767 436 X64
windsni•10 $3 850 soave message
753 2041 nights
AVOiD 'sailors cost lb,
in"ESCORT $i 050
bat "eh Wig"
'
,fed • al°,
753 1522 or 759 41Ior;
age 9mi on 1 2 t
489 2296
ipee PONTIAC Grand .
20, automatic writh
IIIE the Wet owner a a
grey wh•fit. t h e.,
story brook home al•prrrnit 1971 CHE VY Malibu adi
arum born
73 XXX actual mikes runs 436 4194
coy subdivision 4EI11 2
baths hoetur es Mary in Ono $500 obo 759 1900
TOv0'll Paseo
snrxfows 1711 lover caring
shot Scw"
'98 1992
white kitchen columns
fireplace We and hwdwood
Spots cultured mettle hal
SA dock I more Call
759 2571 435 40 1 3 or
435 4040

CAMP
7 0,4yi,

Wed
Caw

•
len Gs 1000 GOLD*
ereG caw awed 2 rem
reeds wine mom $750
aloe Shop 753 '135 home
7530364

caw ,alloer cis'Ghana* rat
'es escarp heaclecnes) A
cost cumng ociamancy
proving mays 7534444

G & L Rental Property an- LYNN
Grove U pock bet
nounces openings at nes,
now open Mon Sat
Sherry Lane Apts near 7am
to 7pm tor Bluebemes
MSU These attractive two
bedroom units lease for
510
$440 & will be ready for
Pubec
June move r Grey's PropSalo
erties is taking applications
Cal 759-2001

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepeng applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

9

9649

141 S
.1t 1 ,

191111111011•Ciel

3 BR-2 Bath
Easient Locum
$62,000
753-5561

BEAUTIFUL Rat lot all
underground city Wirers in
UNIVERSITY Square
Owing gas Lair inalatoks
space avadabie central VERY spacious 2tio 2 bet) lot in Preston Heights lo
pa, central as sky light duplex appliances turn
cakid behind Gatesbor
retool andior oboe space
wined ward Nook up central °ugh $13900 75-32339
high traffic area 753 1492 gee heat S52S.m0 I MO
ask Mr Loretta
deposit years lease no BY owner large A we lot
pits
753 2905 or vi Woodgess Subdivosion
at city teases rickided Re
753 7536
strictions apply ih Kod
$16900 Call DaHrl King
Fri
753 8355 Mon
1.2.380 opts Furnished.
759 9854 nights &
very noce near MSU No
weekends
pets
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 2BR 1 bath house lot rent
days,753-0606 after 5pm
Newly decorated, electric NICE secluded building
heat.
stove & rillngeralor sole located in New Con
1BR apt $200/mo. penal
furnished. $300,mo I cord area lust short des
near campus
tarts Worn lake with spec
759-9990 or 753-0439 month deposit. no pets
water Suitable for mo
753 2905 or 753 7536
leave massage
bass $7 500 Call Kop
penal %shy tor additional
1BR duplex on Hwy 2110, 2BR. appliances included
close to university Cali information 753 1222
energy efficient No pets
753 4857 after 5pm
MLS•3000194
$285/mo •d•posit
753-8848 before 9pm
2BR no appliances no SOUTHWEST area
pets $275-mo deposit re
we txakling lots each with
1BR furnished apt •
Alter 5pm 20011 road frontage re
$195/mo available now, quired
753 4860
strict•d
$ 1 2 500
water paid, no pets
753-5980. aft•r 5pm 3BR 2 baths central heat & 4354548 after 5pm
753-1203
air, no pets $560 mo
ISO
753 5561
1BR furnished apt
Fame
$200/mo plus deposit, no NEAT 2tx house gas heat
For Sale
pets, Hwy 121 at this fair- appliances near hospital
103 ACRES at fenced in
grounds 753-3139
$350/mo 753-2477
surveyed 2 barns a garage
1BR, nice, available now
NICE 38r, 2 bath brick 2 small buildings tool shed
Gateman RE 753-9898
house with 2 car garage in 3br doublewide with house
root & carport added pond
1 OR 2br apts near down- Panorama Shores
$600/mo plus deposit No stocked with fish Shown by
town Murray 753-4109
pets 12 mo leas* Refer
appointment only
1 ROOM efficiency, very ences required Call 436 5648
near MSU, partial utilities 474-8430 after 6p m
33 ACRES stocked lake
furnished Available now
fenced pasture. green
Coleman RE, 753-9898
house 14170 3br mobile
1 ROOMS for rent al 1614
home Coleman Real Es
Olive Utilities furnished
tate 753 9898
Share kilchen. Irving room CREEKVIEW Self storage
& bathroom facilities Walk warehouses on Center
to MSU Coleman RE Drive behind Shoney s
753-9898
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
28A, 2 bath duplex, gar- NOW renting' Eastside
1622 KIRKWOOD Drive
age, ceneal gas heat, cen- Boat & fan Skyage Call 3br home with large
tral air. $450/mo Coleman now to reserve your space
kitchen. LR, central ha
RE 753-91398
759-9635 or 753-0834
Roared at
wage car
port, storage shed attrac
28R apt on 908 Hillwood STORAGE trailer or rent
evely landscaped with large
Dr. 285/mo 759-4406
753-7888
backyard 7591673
28R duplex in Northwood
170
2BR 1 bath cedar siding
759-4406
home with detached 20x24
Livestock
28R duplex, appliances
shopgarage on 2 acres
& &ware
furnished gas heat, deck.
West of Murray. $35,000
tv/d hook-up, like new
FOR sale 24' neckover 382 2485
436-5725
cattle trader, good condi- 38R 1 bath log home. 1250
28/4 Embassy Apartments
tion, $3,600 753-6072 af- sq ft central h/a. vaulted
central gas heat available ter 7pm
ceilings, great room with
now $300/mo Coleman
fireplace, patio area
RE. 7539896
$62 700 489 6075
213R low utilities $300/mo
413 N 16th 753-9521
AKC German Sheppard es•
2EIR townhouse on Diu- c•Ilent background,
guid Central WA Avalable naaany. type °bedlam@ in
$325/mo. Coleman eluded 502.436_285g
RE 753-9898
DOG obedience classes or
2BR upstairs apt 1134 S private Serving Murray
14
13th St , deposit & lees*, years 436 2858
no pets 753-6001 leave
MINITURE Dachshund.
message
AKC registered 382-2733
COUNTRY living, effi- or 753-9925
ciency apt extra clean, appkanoes furnished. lease &
deposit required, no pets
436-5401

LARGE 1br apt, 2 walk in
closets, closer than dorms
very low utilises. $225/mo
person, $250/mo 2 people
753 2339 or 753-8767

61.0140A

•

IMO K3 FT OFFICE
spas, Or wad btAirlass
pl•rity tot perking
7534106 7533269

KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
lend Wesdy Village, lb(
apartment utilities in
ciuded rent based on in
come 55 & older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
O pportunity
502 354 8888

TIMES

a.m.-8 p.m

calking area: 502-247-9161
Lass Dislaeca call: I -1100-1122-429 I

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

•
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Langford crowned queen of festival

Ons

•

ISO MUM Gel Poe
gra. CO age owl= sr
rue blare orei gas suallbee

IWO FORD Amuse/ ver
auto sar pre pit
✓
cruists sem INI tett*
110 XXx ewes 13960
4369610

Reel
Two%
1074 CH( VY Cheraw* I
Inn (kat pa p.ti et 4
Peed 414 nee Sees
'
13 SOO Inn 15. IS
1078 CHEVY peck up nos
good 6960 753 4709

174 2307

oaten discounts We sa
crwrevey asps end screens
4361191

1907 GC truck ono
owneir good conclibon
$6250 492 8360
this RANGER Sep
61 975 obo 1989 %tutu
pea up Sap •c 12I50
atm 1900 F 150 XL T Lir
net 4.4 loaded 68 500
753 1522 or
obo
750 4006

ROOFING and paining
25yrs
'Mara eitericer
experianca 10% chsoount
senior Wizens 474 0107
SEAMLESS gutters In
MOPS niesailn001 or coin
mamas Serval Gutter Co
7136433

COUNTERTOPS custom
Horses traiars offices
Wars Recovery Wray
436 5560
C UNNINGHAM S Haiaang
end Cooling Serowe Com
pole instsAiwon and sin
v,c• Call Gary at
750 4754

SUREWAY Tres a Stamp
Removal insured rah ki1
anit of equipment Free its
timates Day or night
753.5164

buadorry and
backho• work septic sys
hams 3648161 alto. 4prn
Horace Snotag

CUSTOM

1090 CHEVY &bereft
1500 Al the eaves and
camps. Call allot 6pm
'53 71160
1995 FORD F 150 Pytan
Pin dually DK royal Oka
automatic overdrive ac
airbag lan, warranty
CO wryer custom rename
a Inas Icio many fsberglass
antes to bea fViiAtsee Call
753 7322 tupsweran 5 "PRI
$19700 firm

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters varely
of cokes Licensed IC
sued Eseman• avarlabi•
750 4690

weal
CUSTOM Nang
bosh hogging sae 2995
DAVID S cleaning sot
moss Wa chain vinyl brick
drove ways Worrell% rno
Ode norms RV 7504734

TODD Roofing Inn atsl
maws Cal 492 8657 day
right
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Canby dewing
servicing 615 most repairs
$35 Fres imamate' Routs
1 &Inv Open 9.12. 1 5
Mon Fn 753 0530

DRYWALL hrushing re
pars addeons and blow
irq osings 753.1751

FOR sat• 1968 Chary
& Way wart
Severed()
gray mtsror loaded
• XX.X masa 52' 5294 al
tar Spni

GERALD WALTERS is
back Wry song perang
decks adder:cis rooting
20yrs eaparence use ass
mars 753 2502

Campers

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
MIPS again will FOrrniCa Al
coiors free estimates
W -ens Recovery Mkrray
KY 436 5560

194 PROIKE R 2311 long
weeps 7 $4 700 WIsr Sprn
7538306
32 FCC)7 Hoaday =mew
13000 SIM 104.4 I MIL*,OS
wiry 502 '50 4414
S20
Boils
Mows

WANTED yards to mow
753 8908
WILL mow lawns tor reasonable rat•s Call
753 7940 lease message
WINDOW 8 door war 8
replacement 7591799

LAMB Brogues Tree Sat
role 502 436 5744
LAMBS Tree Service tree
trimming & removal hsul
ing etc 436 2269 Pali

FREE kittens In good
homes 7569924 8 leave
message

4

LAWN care rnovnng & trrnming 436 2528

1902 HARRIS Roe, Wet
Pontoon 21 icing 70hp
Einnrude motor iviti now
tr•.ler
drivel on
502 3548254
SEADOO S 1993 3 seam
S4 995 1903 XP $4775
1904 SP $3975 1989 SP
$2W6 4374723

FREE puppies Black Lab
di4Xivs no Wen ready
la go Call 435-4556 or
753-7050

moviitC1
LAWNS
502)759 3133
LAWNS mowed a rimmed
senior calm+ scount fres
estimates 437 4726

BUSINESS
HOURS
ARE.

LEWIS E'tenor Cleaning
houses mobile booms
brick a v in y I ouisesuscis
R V s sidewalks free ma
mates 1502)753 6490
LICENSED for electric and
753 7203

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
Pledge trimming iandscao
ing mulching & tii./01 haul
rig guear damning Cider+
up isink gybing, Odd pbs
Mao Al isoutasnid moving
Frs. sasmates Tim Lessilt
436-5744A I Tree professionals
Stump removal too spay
rig serving IlAirray Cato
Ivey Carney since 1980
Free antennas 436.224'
at 482 8737
A end A Lamb s teem TOW
ing light rieukng Wee irim
ming 'Ark 436 2520
ALCOA vinyl seling & trim
RIKAncement windows Eke
Speed 492 8103
ALL
rig
up
Jos

memo. lhibee I was I 3.ohm was
the feu yaw they had the hoar
Miss Baum Faival Princess
Folsom I asked Mori if I could be a
so that war the feat maw I was
eva at."
Navin bees mased primceas
bar tint marg.Langford dmoral am wawatof mast parbegotiom that woukl tag throughout her

Jaaarias Laanlasd. • senior as
*am Una University. was
creamed Mama= Lased Oases
CAI/CODER mewl &
May 27 is Pineville. Ky.
wiecreetwe /epee Woe/ PAANT1100 reeve este
or ~Sabo comeouswe
VCR Sesvic• Center
The caioninosi el the 1995 KJ:s°sae bee searraes Ca1
MI MO
Moummen Laurel Festival
tocky
901 247 3002
CARPORTS kw cam amp
Queen by La. Gov. Pad Paws
Pucka Special sans ter PLUMBING ragermen
embalmed the 646 assumi Keamoor Awes boss RVs same day sermos Cal lucky Mamas Laurel Festival at
439 5266
end sec Eacellent wow
Pine 1.4ountaie State Resort Part
eon high quaker twoeherit REMICIDELING and nose
May 25-2S.
4064
MS
Hdl
woke Roy
anon tepees CM us tor al
Langford. a senior public relaneeds
cenOrucaon
your
CARROLL S Guinan gm
major from South Fulton.
uons
Pro
7561774
tien Wong grader Wade Swam
represented Murray State an
Teas..
sort bush Pciggrig
ROCKY Cation Nova re
I •
• t Art t•II
the meant, pat of Kerstudty's
PS. plumbng 'Doing ad
502 492 0622
ingI addeore AI typo olden fesuval. She is the daughter
horns r• of Letha Davidson of Scuds Fulton
ChM Chloe Chimney home a mows
Scrooge has 10% senor pall Fraiti estimates and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Langford of

weak Wpm efeeists & see
41silleg 481$ 30Tr

wawa, MS 0040

•

PRINTING & deiers0611
30,110eeposteinse I00wee
sok Ample ilieeisresri
IV 4701

OUSIONOGGIWI

wound hauler; mou
www work punk doe
cleaning cut gutters
436 2867

AU. carpentry i Syry sip
lounclainwe slate Wow
alas driveways trukirqs
ransodisting rows AGC
cardied 4892214
ALL phisee of tee care
rniweenanos incluckng
Skiaeon posoodabon
storm daring* roper by
The Prohiselervel John
Bever Call 436 5334
ANT1OUE rehnehry kir
mhos repair & custom
isoodwortung 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory Parted by 3 maw
manufacturers Al wont
end pens warranand Ask
for Andy at Th• Aophenos
Works 763 2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30• years es
BOBBY
p•rience
HOPPER 436 5648
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN *spec tank
inslidlelmon repot replace
mord 759 ISIS
BACKHC/E %nice ROY
S•efic system drwe
ways hauhrig lenrsciabets
•1c 750 4664

BUSNH0000113 Gardens
plowed &shed. driveways
111111 Jonas
grad•d
437 4030

V_ _CH dekvered lAoray
area 436 5560
PAATING int tut an
1Ylarrs of honw repair free
rist•mates Call anybme
436 5032

8 a m 5 p m.
Monday Friday
8 am 11 am
Saturday

CLASSIFIED

Dutchmen's
Wash and Detail
We hand wash 8 wax plus complete
clean-up on auto's. trucks and vans
Free Platup and Dolivery Within City Limits

Call (502) 759-1820
sis S. 3rd St. Ext.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Mall block doom S. 3rd off east Sycamore

years during high school and college. Langford eapreseed desire to
continue her panacipstion si pageants even after college.
Throughout ha years as a student
at Murray State, Langford has had
much expenence representing the
university In 1993, as a freshman
she was named Miss Murray State
University. In addition, she was
voted the 1994 Homecoming

HICkman.

In addition to being named
queen,she was also selected as Most
Photogenic. The Kentucky MOMtam Laurel Festival is the only
pageant in the state where candidates from every college and university may compete. This year's
pageant drew contestants from 21
schools. The four-day event is a
landmark of tradition, including
fireworks, crafts, dances. a parade.
as well as crowning of the queen.
Langford succeeds Christin
Quint. also from Murray State, as
Mountain Laurel Queen.
As the 1995 Kentucky Mountain
Laurel Festival Queen. Langford
received a $600 scholarship, a
mountain laurel crown, a pearl
crown, and a silver tray. She will

JENNIFER LANGFORD
now serve on the bosrd of directors
for the festival. Langford's escort
was Mike Williams of Salem, III., a
senior at Murray State.
Queen candidates participate in
various social events throughout the
festival as they are observed by five
anonymous judges. You have no
idea who the judges are." said
Langford."and 1 may never know."
She indicated that the festival's
unique method ofjudging alleviates
the pressure of the event. "It keeps it
more relaxed and you can just be
yourself," Langford said.
Langford, 21. is a veteran of

Calloway Middle to
be featured on KET
Middle
County
Calloway
School's multi-media support system is among the projects featured
in "Showcase for Student Technology," airing on KET at 9:30/8:30
p.m. CT Monday. June 12. The
showcase will illustrate the technological mindset of Kentucky students at every grade level and the
use of technology in their schools.
The half-hour special features
student exhibits from the Kentucky
Education Technology Conference
held earlier this year in Lexington

and higlights innovative ways students are using technology in their
classrooms.
Kentucky students are developing CD-ROM projects, telecommunicating with authors to improve
writing skills, building robots to
control computers, and even producing their own television news
shows.
Showcase for Student Technology is a KET production produced by Duncan Hart.

Letter of Appreciation
Dear Editor
Murray Elementary and Murray Middle have just completed another
year of their M.A.T.H. program. M.A.T.H. is an optional, challenging
in
program which emphasizes problem solving and creative thinking
Community
the
through
volunteers
by
mathematics. It is operated
Resources Coordinator and is sponsored by business partners.
Approximately 500 students in Murray elementary and middle participated this year and worked more than 24,000 extra math problems. This
means that during the six years we've had the program, students have
worked more than 164.000 extra math problems. .. and volunteers have
graded the more than 164.000 problems!
Volunteers and business partners making the program possible this year
are: Cindy Hutson, Kay Travis, Margaret Flanery,- Brenda Volp, Laura
Miller. George Kipphut, Nancy Christensen. Nancey France, Edna Perry,
Leslie Boone, Debbie Schmeckpeper. Judy Muehlernan, Russell Boardman, Glenda Roos,Jenny Shanwell, Betsy Trevathan, Mary Jane Brewer,
Martha Parker, Peggy Allgood; HT Marketing, Peoples First of Calloway
County. Hutson Company, Kopperud Realty and Cheri Theatres.
I would like to thank the Murray Foundation for Excellence,our business
partners, volunteers,and teachers who have supported this program during
these six years. Their support and efforts have academically enriched our
students and have provided them with splendid role models!
Jean Bennea
Community Resources Coordinator
Murray City Schools

CONTRACT BRIDGE

B roo

*a"; Tree Service p•iv,

502436-5744 • 1-800-548.5262

women's golf tesm, serving as the
Studeat Government Association
seism'for the College of Fine Arts
and Comm_eationS, asemberslup
of the Affirmative Action Committee, the University Academic Cased, the Public Relations Student
Society of America. and AERho
National Broadcasting Society. As
a member of the Alpha Omicron Pi
social sorority,Langford has served
as social chairman,song leader,and
pledge class president.

It ESDA1',Jt NE 6. I995
(For our personalired dails kane Dixon hiwoscope. based on 'our ow n
Lite of birth. ca11 - 1-1-X10-9KS-77X8. Your phone company will hill you
enl• a minute. I

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YFAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Jumping from job to job will only
frustrate your efforts to mine forward professionally. Settle down to
the task at hand and show everyone

v. hat you are made of. Cash will
become available when vou least
expect it but really need it. Fehruar)
of 14% features a fabulous opportunits to spread your wings. Romance
sail become more re% arding sahen
vou learn to he more assertive.
CELEBRITIES BORN ONTHIS DATE: tennis great Bjorn
Borg, actress Amanda Pays. comedian Sandra Bernhard, children's
advocate Marian Wright Edelman.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Good humor helps you take minor
restrictions in stride. An unexpected
delay could work to your advantage.
An authority figure offers some
excellent advice. Follow it and you
could hit the jackpot!
.TACRUS (April 20-May 201:
Ignore any statements that come
from questionable sources. An unreliable individual could be spreading
disinformation. The larger your
audience, the more you shine.
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): No
one but you should know the details
of a special financial transaction.
This vv ill ensure fulfillment of a
secret wish. Be receptive to suggestions from your co-workers or fellow club members.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
While many will take an interest in
what you say, some may question
your accuracy. Have proof on hand
just in case it is needed. Break free
of self-imposed restrictions. Explore
metaphysical studies.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): If you
cannot take the heat, stay out of the
kitchen. Apply this same wisdom to
your career aims. Those who set
high goals must work hard to

9
4

achieve them. Be willing to put in
meninx:.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
Whates er field you cho)se. you v. ill
end up mastering it. Startling
changes are on the horiton. Listening to rousing music tonight will put
you in an optimistic, can -do mood.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Be
wary of placing too much trust in
others now. You must keep on the
right side of the law. Involvement in
an under-the-counter deal could land
you in hot water. Say "no.SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov . 21):
Careful thought and comparisonshopping are advised before purchasing expensive household items.
Domestic problems can be resolved
if you discuss them fully.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov . 22-Dec.
2h: Getting better organiied will
help you handle any new responsibilities that come your way. This is
an excellent period for business
expansion and technological
changes. You must spend some
money in order to make money.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Property deals are favored if you
move swiftly. New financial solutions can be found. Be -patient and
you will soon enjoy unique success.
Students find out where their true talents lie. A friendship turns romantic.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. Is):
Discuss a family problem with
loved ones. A solution will he found
if everyone pulls together. A change
of scenery enhances romance. Be
imaginative when planning a special
outing or vacation for two.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): An
overwhelming desire for change
should not be ignored. A fresh environment may be just what is needed
to boost your career. New associates
will provide valuable inspiration.
Romance begins to intensify. Follow your heart.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are inventive, cunous and always in a hurry.
They love shortcuts and will refuse to do something the hard way if they
know an easier method. As a result, they may not follow any directions
which they consider a waste of time or effort. Attracted to the new and exotic. these Gemini must guard against impulsively throwing out the tried-andtrue. Independent and ambitious, they will probably be happiest if sellemployed.

Lose Weight Safely.
And Keep It Oft

Doctors
Nutrition
SYSTEM-.

STORM DAMAGE??

otait sou

!shag trreadships.
Langfortrs acovsties at Murray
State include participmtimg on the

HOROSCOPES

Famous Hand
After Piotr Gawrys' one spade bid.
East dealer
North. Roger Bates, leaped to four
East-West vulnerable
Exterior Construction and
diamonds. a "splinter" bid showing
NORTH
heartsupport and a singleton or void
# A -1 106
Repairs - Roofing - Siding
in diamonds.
•A Q 952
No Job Too Small
Lasocki responded in kind by bid•3
ding the opponent's suit, and
•1064
40 Years Experience
Rosenberg,perhaps carried away by
WEST
EAST
Free Estimates
the giddiness of the moment, re+93
•K Q 8 5 4 2
Call Maurice
turned the compliment. After eight
V6
•K10
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685
• A Q.18652 consecutive bids, Lasocki made the
+ 1(104
first pass of the auction, and
+ A 93
+82
Rosenberg ended up at five hearts
SO1 TB
doubled,
+7
With only two minor-suit tricks
V .1 h 7 4 3
er Tie Twin;
to lose and the king of hearts favor•97
Teo Roma'
ably located, it appeared Rosenberg
•K Q .1 7 5
;ie Estonia
would have the last laugh. But when
The
bidding
lmoscvn; East
24 Iv Soo
he played trumps. Rosenberg forSouth West North
sook the normal percentage play of
4•
l+
1•
1•
" •
Saw
finessing in hearts, playing for East
5•
4+
:3•
to hold the singleton king When the
4.41gt
Pass
Et
'ass
Dble
4
LVI "
king did not fall under the ace, he
of
lead
—
four
Operung
diamonds.
Ovid & Operated By TIM LAMB
was down one for a loss of 100 points
L'tensed II Insured
At the other table, with a Polish
This deal occurred in the final of
the 1994 World Team Champion- pair holding the North-South cards.
ship, which saw the United States the auction was decidedly more subcome from behind in the last quarter dued.Chip Martel and Lew Stansby.
to defeat Poland by 31 International East-West for the United States,
Match Points The deal is notable in reached four spades in an unconpart because it featured a highly tested auction Cezary Balecki.look in, at four virtually sure tricks in
competitive auction during which
three consecutive bids were made on the North hand, doubled. and
C Woe
Cullt OW w000veroirosel
Stansby lost three spades.• heart
singletons'
Al Types 01
The auction started innocently and a club to finish down two —
enough when Krzysztof Legato of minus 500.
Custom Woodworking
and
Thee00-pointcombined gain gave
Poland opened the East hand with
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
one diamond, but when Michael the Poles a 12-IMP pieilup on the
Rassaborg of the „United States deal,and a21-IMP lead event% be•alSO Br Me See as Showmen •
acne
to overcall on his skimpy fore the United States began its surge
11.0.4
elected
armor
now,
Wan"
IS
heartsuit,thine,heated up quickly. at-tho end of the third quarter.
753-5940
41"014. .
Tomorrow: It's so easy to go wrong

Queen "k's am honor. TR very
pond asrepsesent Mutiny Sam"
she mit Largtord and the moo
sewardiag aspect of bee honors as
getting as meet people and egad

Promoting Wight Management
& Witness Through Nutrition.
Docion Nutrition System's IS J
phs sic tan-directed program that
blends pro% en *eight loss
te,hniques c ith nutntIonal
counwlint b a registered dietitian
ou *ill learn to safels get our
*e ght do*n and keep it there And
ou II neser fei hungry'
Doctors Nutntion Sy stenifv is
suc.-essful because of Its multi'
dimensional approach to weight
loss.swam and wellness
• 4parered petwripoion drugs
proven is ieppress and control
4PPgtflei
• 4n44urillame we knoun

•Faber supplements redu.:e hunier
e C ar 1.1 RI% as.61,,
ard
health
•Chronituni stabilizes glu..inc
metabolism
•ligament and minerals pros ide
essentials needed by your ”SICM
•Dierittee counseling goes you
the education needed to deselop
proper diet habits and lifestyles
To find out how you can be a
thinner. healthier and happper
person. call Doctors Nutrition
4 at the number below
'
System7
today'

:MeV tighten

Bill Jackson, M.D.
1099 Medical Center Circle
0
(
,Miyfield, KY 42066
,,
MOM 367-3335

Doctors
Nuthtb
s n
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
Very

By Peter II Gott II D

.0111
313 IS

DLAH flit64)T7 I have•3 year
old kind losing and successful son
that I feel drinks •Icoholicalla At •
recent party he had tour mixed dnnks
before And during dinner and then he
asked our V.Altrr for • shooter •
straight shot I as shocked His mg
nificant other doesn t drink and I se
nese,- heard her complain to him My
silence is hurting me and I m afraid
it s lulling my son Can you help:
DEAH HEADER Judging from
your brief description I d say that
your son may hase a problem Only he
can Judge whether he is an alcoholic
but certain signs are unmistakable
Unlike social drinkers ,who can
take alcohol or lease it , problem
drinkers drink to obtain a certain
level of comfort
intoxication. in a
word Like most drinkers. alcoholics
%aloe the but/ or gloss - that alco
hol gives
At this stage. they lose their inhibi
lions. they become more amusing.
creative and social They cease feel
ing like odd men out They become
-alive- and vibrant Of course, to
non drinkers, they behave like jerks

:staburray
n thc
IS the
uon

: Arts
xship
:0u6-

adept
ERho
y. As
ron Pt
erved
r, and

Ur (Won
‘ou 44

Hut that • a lapse kw another column
Esentually
in hours days or
alcoholics •ualike sociai
months
drinkers exceed the golden gloss
and as their consumption increase•
as it always does- they become profs
Wm. at home and at work The heass
consumption may lead to blackouts
when they cannot remember what
happened while they were dnnlung
You cannot alter your son. Delia%
ior Nonetheless you can do two
things First when he is sober
explain to him that you are concerned
about his dnnkmg and believe that he
is in trouble because 44 it Then back
off don't harp Second get to an
Anon meeting I omposed of people
whose loved ones abuse alcohol these
Twelve Step groups modeled after
Alcoholics Anonymous exist in attn..'
every. community In Al Anon you will
learn ways of coping with your son s
and you will learn about
drinking
the next steps you can take to help
him get help You needn t remain
silent but you do need to discos yr
ways of handling the baffling illness
called alcoholism
To give you more information I am
sending you a free copy of my Health

put ill

DAILY COMICS

I. 22):
ou will
Aiding
I istenv. ill put
flood.
Be
trust in
on the
mein in
ild land

HI,ON DIE
IN ker LITTLE e0alcraHOP
ThiE 9066' MEE r0

lirport Heip II Menta. subst•ii..
Tea years ago
%buse tither readers aft.i souk! liter
Da Donald Bennett. chairman
•cops hiuMi send plus•long st•t1
of Department of M•thent4ti,s at
addressed stamped clot-kyr to PO
Kos :41.1 \rv, Nark \II talk I Be Murray State I niversity. has
been n.smed chairman elect of
sure to mention thy tie
Sesuon of Matheinati
Kentusky
OEM DK t.tITT 1 often riper.
ence log back pain I m 4: and 0.11 Cal Socselyof AffICINS
Dr lames Courtney. Boll
act's.- in sports Is there anywhere 1
an get a •rrit'• of ever,,i,c• ti Adams and Fred Thurston are
strengthen this arra'
'
nevi members of MurTay Rotary
DEAR HEADER Hack pain has Club
many causes including hidden spinal
The Res Stephen V Seaford is
detormities arthritis sciatica and new pastor of Memorial
Baptist
others %Lam, cases of back pain
Church
especially in middle aged tucks are
Births reported include a boy
due simply to muscle strain that err
tainly could he helped by exercises to Mr. and Mrs Michael Forgey.
1.ou can learn erss back exercises May 30, a girl to Ismail and
from a physical therapist sports khayau Yusol. June 2
trainer chiropractor or M1)
Jo Beth Robertson. Betty Lou
If the exercises don t help you in Hall, Rheanetta Coleman. Donna
two weeks see your family physician Harris and Judy Morgan
were
fur further testing such as X rays
installed as Wiliest of Murray
7're N.F.ANPU'Irlt Evrritrarvr cccs
Business and Professional
%omen's Club
Twents .sears aro
Within an hour and a half.
more than .12,(1110 pounds of air
pollution control equipment was
lifted by helicopter from a parting lot to its place of installation
on the roof of Murray Division of
Tappan Company on June I

510. WHAT S it" THAT I

TO t712EA'n TO WONDER

'the annual conference of
nited %tethodist Church with
,kse
ga
kthod
ictes rerizsen
,
tatd
ingoser
june 4
on the Murray State llniversity
'amrul
Einest 14 Vs alums has 1,0411 Meted his wort at Harvard Law
School and will re•eite his
degree of JeftS Utalltif on June
12 Son of Mr and Mn %sync
V. illiams of Morn's. he will now
he associated with a law firm in
0411$%111C
Births reported include a girl to
Mr and Mrs Charles Beak and a
girl to Mr and Mn Robb) K
Henry. May 27
Thinly years ago
Dale Spann has been named as
deputy sheriff by Calloway
County Sheriff Woodrow.
14 ickman
Trudy Lilly. daughter of Mr
and Mrs. G T Lilly. has received
a FHA scholarship from Kentucky Future Homemakers of America She is a senior at Murray
High School.
John W Frost Jr receised his
Doctor of Medicine degree and
his wife, Ann. her Ph D in bio

TODAY IN HISTORY

1 WON,Era
ON rV -P

WONGE12 TONIGHT

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. June S. the 191th day of 149s There are 204
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
,o•Nrt
On June 5, 1968, Scn Ruben F Kennedy was shot and mortally
,.rie• •
4
1-44
4 14
wounded just after claiming victory in California's Democratic pres•
idential primary. Gunman Saban Bishara Sirhan was immediately
I.
arrested.
Iv(
On this date:
In 1723, economist Adam Smith was horn in Kirkcaldy. Scotland.
'DR
4-15
In 1783, Joseph and Jacques Montgolficr publicly demonstrated
their hot-air balloon in a 10-minute flight over Annonay. France
CALVIN and HOBBES
In 1794, Congress passed the Neutrality Act, which prohibited
Bu4 7),R :-- Av
S'cRE
Amcncans
from enlisting in the service of a foreign power
I AM NOT
YOU WERE.
In
1883,
economist
John Maynard Keynes was born in Cambridge.
BACON!
B.V\'3 HOME "IA_ 3AC'DN
England.
In 1884, Civil War hero Gen William T Sherman refused the
Republican presidential nomination, saying. "I will not accept if nominated and will not serve if elected."
In 1888, the Democratic: National Convention in St Louis nominated President Cleveland for a second term I He lost to Benjamin
Harrison, hut was elected president again in 1892
to I
In 1917, about 10 million American men began registering for the
draft in World War I.
In 1933, the United States went off the gold standard.
In
1940, the Battle of France began during World War II.
.11.114.
In 1947, Secretary of State George C. Marshall gave a speech at
CATHY
Harvard University in which he outlined an aid program for Europe
that came to be known as "The Marshall Plan "
IT
In 1967, war erupted in the Middle East as Israel, convinced an
BEFORE
AFTER
LATER THAT NIGHT
Arab attack was imminent, raided Egyptian military targets Syria.
Jordan and Iraq entered the conflict.
In 1975, Egypt reopened the Sue/ Canal to international shipping,
eight years after it was closed because of the 1967 war with Israel
Ten years ago: The U.S. House of Representatives overwhelmingly
S
passed a package of economic sanctions against South Africa
Five years ago. Authonties in Oakland County. Mich.. moved to
prevent Dr. Jack Kevorkian. a retired pathologist, from continuing to
0/I
make available a suicide device that Janet Adkins. an Oregon woman
diagnosed with Altheimer's disease, used a day earlier to take hcr
ELM!.
ja_timizz
IME[3.
own life.
miaralb
latM
•Ca 4
One year ago: President Clinton headed across the English Channel
aboard the USS George Washington, en route to the 50th anniversary
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
commemoration of D-Day in Normandy. At least 264 Indonesian villagers in East Java were killed by an earthquake
ricM 1 DAC Ti-SE VA
I TrOuGarr iT WAS Fs II
"ThERE'LL PROSP430/ BE
Today's Birthdays: Actor Robert Lansing is 66_ Broadcast journalist
oEsoniPTION
Voica 'W.-Wrap
PsFTl
Pt FEW CHANGF-S,BOT
O /
Bill
Moyers is 61.
YOU WITH Pi
TiwyKE ACTIALLY
OH,MAN-1 CANT-T-ELL
GONNA RUN THE STOrty 1, You 14 GREAT THis
Thought for Today: "All the troubles of man come from his not
Wftclt. ADOUT GORDON! Is - KNOW wHATknowing how to sit still." -- Blaise Pascal, French philosopher
rtitS
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I HAD TO,. I WALKED
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uhed

chemistry from ‘anderbili liii
strut). Nashville. IGcrm . May
30 He is the son of John vs
Frost Sr and the Law MArskSWIl
BISIttfp Frost tO1 !sierra)
Resent births reported at *slur
ray Hospital outside a boy to Mr
and Mrs Joe Cutaway. a his to
Mr and Mrs Thomas Bruce, and
a tioy to Mr and Mrs James
Duncan
Fart.
, .1,earli ISO

A &legation of about
pei
ions representing South Isth,
Woodlawn area and farmer Mill
et Area were (((((nised by Murrav
City Council that thc contr.I.101
would level and landscape the
area where sewer and water pipe
were insulted
lantes Hugh Stewart and
Richard Janics ul Haul High
School Chapter of future 1-ar
mers of America will r(see•e
SLAW Fruscr degrees at the Ken
tuck y F 1- A .on.entiiin itt
Louis% elle
Thomas f•

MY LIFE DIDN'T 6ET
ANY BETTER 50 I
CAME HOME

1 Vercli opera
5 Michael J
Fox TV role
9 lamps
relative
12 Former
Secretary of
State
13 Equipment
14 Ginger
IS Sweater yarn
17 Tantalum
symbol
18 Born •
19 NJ cagets
21 Swiss
mountaineers song
23 Best •
27 Therefore
28 Drive
tCatrf
29 Tiny
31 Deface
34 Hebrew
month
35 Sp woman
37 intention
39 Anton ID

40 Pata• tor
one abbr
in iinsert
42
dialoguei
44 African and
46 Tag payer
48 Estimating
50 Erect in a let
53 Capricorn
symbri,
54 Buddy
55(3G linkup
57 Event at The
Winter
Olympics
61 - As far
Snow'
62'- - Want
for
Christmas
64 Rockfish
65 2 000 lbs
66 Devastate
67 Property
document
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3 Excavate
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arc' hying manly,'
AM's. please tell sour icaihrs that
there is life Aftrr.i.....r..r.

111-71-14 It

IN mi.

Tit.N\ EvER
N1.11-

IDEAH IWITEH 1111AN FVF:H:
Fs-en the bitterest divorce provides an opportunity for
01.
grow-th. Your letter is MI 4.164,
Mho.
lent road map for J4fl
1114141.tili II) 11141% I' on after a Iris's
matic di%ohce. I hope "Dying
Inside" reads this and takes

comfort from it.
I wish you much happiness
in your new marriage
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Adams. son ol

and Mrs Id Adagio, and K t,
Shelton, son of the Res 1 t,
Shelton, receised Ita,he
Dismay degrees from
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Baptist TheologRal Seminars.
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IIF:AR MOO
re,s•rith.
1m1111414%1 44.11), It•tti•r.. Iron, mother.

of twins

and the ira essarit arid
WortletlfTleft
if .‘k Wf• had twins, ,stid we also
grew- tired of people leink'. "Are
they twin's.'" So we MA& a sign that
read. "Yes. the% are"' and placed it
thrir
F.%ef$irotio•
IttIciA what it .I/Ivallt anti that ijiie
11011 eit• tboirr asked again
r ;I's AND MI )NE.1,1.
Pt OtT Atif

1/11

I'S Wh loolocri
parenting our tent.

!UMW.. of

DEAR GUS AND MDNE1.1
That's what my mother used to
say, hut how she could -loseevery minute of washing twice
WI many diapers and preparing

twice isa many bottle* is hey
me.
It couldn't halite hero 111/1”
raising twins who talked nonstop and collaborated in mischief.making. We really were
cute, hut she always called ii•
-monkeys" because she didn't
want u• to grow up to be conceited, What memoriew!
DEAR ABBY I wrote lei Sgt
David Scott 1//srdoneo in 1992
$0...• I tperation Dear
hee•t,...
Abby eniumn We norresprinded and
even spoke on the telephone while
he was stationed in Kuwait
We met in August 1993 and were
trimmed on New Years Das in 199f)
We' reed our final pen pal letter as
part of our wedding reremimy WI*
are deeply in your debt
MR AND MRS DAVID
FICUIT GARIX 0
DEAR MR. AND MRS. GARDONIO: Its lettere such as
yours that sake being Dear
Abby wcwilewbilio.

dons and IBM Irighir
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Gradie Stubblefield

Walter Schroader

•

Walter Schnsader. S9. Olive Street. Murray. deed Sunday Jerre 4.
199S at 7 p in at Mynas -Calloway Counts Hospital
A t*.k nom. he was empkried tss Dan Parker %laminar) He was
an Au Force veteran
[loin Avg 25. 191s. us(
-animas County. he was the son of Stan
lord Schnieder and the Late 'se a luf Courses Schroader
Sursivors Hutu& his wife. Mrs Annette Parker Schroaskr.
19b1. two sons. Jeff Ss/voider, Rt
whom he was inarried on Juls
s. %tunas. and Brad &Amadei and friend Krone. RI 2. Murras. his
father and stepmother. Stanford and Laura Sairoader. and half
brother. Wade Schnieder. Xi I. Dtater, one granskhild. Dustin
Schroeder and his mother. Tina %Outsider. Itt 5. wifurras
Graveside wry kei will be Tueydas at 2 pm at Temple Hill Cernei
ers Bills Atahan and Ricturd Nesbitt will officiate
Friends may all at Blalosk Coleman Funeral Home from S io
pm id,a iMonj.as,

Everett Bucy
formcrls of Callos.is Counts. died F.rid.o. June
Uscrct: Bu,s.
2. Pr'45 at Plus home in Esanssulle. Ind
He was a World War It arms seteran Born June 25. 1924. in Henry
Count?. Tenn . he was Ow %ors of the late Oren Smith Busy and Pearl
%I Bus
Siossvors inslude his AOC. Mrs %tars I usille Summons, to whom
he hi,' bcen married for 50 scars. lour daughters. Mrs Mary, 'sicken/1C, Mrs 1 Ind.) Caldsell, Mrs Iktroth• (usssc% and Mrs Rita Streid.
all of St I ouis. k10 . one son. Janie. I Busy. Patoka. lIf, one sister,
Airs Elois Robertson. Purscar. Tenn l grandchildren. three greatgranckhildren
Funeral rues will be Tuesdas at II 2 m at Apostolic Faith Pentecostal Church. St Louis. Mo Burial will follow in Jefferson Barracks
National Cemetery. St Louis
is in 'large of
Boone Funeral Home. Fs an.. ilk. Ind
arrangements

Mrs. Jean D. Wear
•

(irasesi,k %en ices for Mrs Jean I) Wear were totLis at 11 3 m at
Murrl# Cuts Cemeters John Hicks officiated
1 H Chur.hill Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.
Mr. Wear. lb. Michigan Center. Mih, formerly of Calloway
Counts. died Thursday. June I. 19q5. at W A Foote Memorial Hospital. Jaskson, Mich Her husband. James Wear, died in 1988.
Sursivors include one daughter. Mrs Pamela Meade and husband,
Jeffrey. Monroe. Mich . one sister. Mrs Melockan Hicks, Hardin, one
brother. Alton Darnell. Benton. nine giandchildren. seeral nieces and
nephews
IMMO.

Gradee Stubblefield. 83, Rt 2. Hazel. deed today. June S. 1995. at
21 a in at Murray-Calloway County Hospstal
He was a masher of New Concord Church of Christ.
was born
Fe 23, 1912.
Sursivors include his wife. Mrs Frances Lassiter Stubblefield; two
daughters. Mrs Jane Potts and husband. Jamie. Kirksey. and Mrs.
Cheryl Satterwhite and husband. Bobby, Harel; three sons. Warren
Stubblefield and wife. Virginia. Tucson. Ant.. Glen Stubblefield and
wile. Brenda. New Concord. and Eddie Brace Stubblefield and wife.
Carolyn. Haul. three sisters, Mrs. Mary Hamlin. Murray. Mn. Fannie
Sumna. New Concord, and Mrs Virginia Smith, Valdosta, Ga.; 15
grandchildren, nine great-grandchildren, two stepgreat-grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Horne will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

He

Mrs. Frances Jetton
Mrs. Frances Jew's. 87, Rt. I, Farmington, died Saturday. June 3.
19515, at Heritage Manor, Mayfield_
A retired school teacher in Tennessee, she was a member of Sedalia
Baptist Church.
Her husband. Ernest Jetton. two stepsons. Bobby G. Jetton and Harold Jetton. one sister. Laverne Rice. and one brother. Casey Griffin,
preceded her in death. Born Feb. 9. 1908, in Tennessee. she was the
daughter of the late Wiley A. Griffin and Molly Jones Griffin.
Survivors incude one son, Andy JCU011, Rt. I. Farmington; seven
grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
The funeral w&Il be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Ray Provow will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jim P. Wood III, James Wood. Johnny Kough,
Malcolm Jetton and Roy E. Jetton. Entombment will follow in Highland Park Mausoleum, Mayfield.

Mrs. Beulah Doris Smith
Final rites for Mrs. Beulah
Doris Smith were Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The
Rev. J.H. Lipford and the Rev.
Dwaine Baker officiated. Music
was by Geraldine Baker, pianist
and soloist. and Lisa Hudson and
Dwain Kipford, soloists.
Pallbearers were Paul Henry,
Ration Harper, Rogrc Hudson,
John Jackson, Layton Hudson
and Dewayne Harper. Bunal was
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs Smith. 72, Rt. 3, Murray.

Mrs. Beatrice
Compton Blakely

Pictured are Murray High students Angela Fairbanks, Keisa Bennett and
Jason Shelby, Ni a scene from the spanish play they performed at State
Foreign Language Festival

MHS students win

••

murray Hugh students won many
honors at the State Foreign Language Fesusal at the Unisersny of
Kentucky on May 13. including
Saeepsukes in Spanish
In French, Rachel Cella placed
second in wnuen proficiency and in
oral profic'ens:s • lest' four Second
place in oral proficiency went to
Mary Kay Howard in level one. and
Cory Martin won first in level two
In recitation of a literary passage.
Jennifer Lewis placed first in lesel
two and Morgan Blankenship
placed second in lesel one. Candace
Gurley won second place in externtraneous prose reading. and Jessm.a Jones won second in listening
profic ienc y Enka Johnson and Ken
Rai/ell won first in the dialog
category. and Fillary Small placed
first in artwork
In Spanish, the following students placed in written profic lens y.
lesel four. Krita Bennett placed
first, in level foe. Angela Fairbanks
placed first In recitation of a literary passage. level one. Elkn Car nehla placed first, lesel three, Andrea Jackson, first. level foe, Lou I
Cook, second In extemporaneous
prose reading. ksel two, Elisabeth
Breeding placed first, kvel three.
Aly son lAkNuu, thud. Sara DeMco
placed first in listening proficiency.
level four In oral proficiency. ksel
Iwo, Katie Mchleary won first; level
three, Sarah McNeary. third; and
level five, Angela Fairbanks. second Tabitha Painter placed thud in
traditional costumes Susan Kncb
and Joanna Kind were second in
group games. In dialog. Tracy Per-

and Jessica Jones placed lust.
The Spanish Chorus, directed by
Sarah 'sic Near)• placed second,and
the group drama. with Keisa Bennett, Angela Fairbanks, Jason
Shelby and Katie McNeary placed
second.
Students qualified to attend the
State Foreign Language Festival by
winning first place at the regional
sompention directed by the Foreign
Language Deparunent of Murray
State University on April 18.
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The funeral for Mrs. Beatrice
Compton Blakely was Sunday at
2 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church,
where she was a member. The
Rev. Tim Adcock officiated.
Music was by Gwen Key, organist, and Oneida White, pianist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were Calvin Key,
Donnie Hart, Danny Stone, Frank
Cooper. Ronnie Hargrove and
Stanley Hargrove. Burial was in
Hazel Cemetery with arrangements by Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel.
Mrs. Blakely, 82, Puryear,
Tenn., died Friday. June 2, 1995,
at 5:30 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, Ralph Blakely,
her sister, Alama Cooper, and her
parents, Henry Clay Compton
and Mary E. Nunn Compton, preceded her in death.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Betty Kell, and Mrs.
Judith Osbron and husband,
James R., Puryear, Tenn.: three
sons, Ben Keys Blakely, Cedar
Hill, Tenn., Ralph W. Blakely
and wife, Carol, Dallas, Texas.
and Henry Miller Blakely and
wife, Linda. Murray; one brother,
Cod l Compton and wife, Irene,
Kirksey: 10 grandchildren: 13
great-grandchildren.
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Cub Scout Pack 51 recently held their Pinewood Derby Race. Winners
pictured are Bears winner, Michael Siebold; Wolf winner, Bradley Steiner;
Tiger winner, Luke Pritchett and Webelo and Overall Pack winner, Tim
Steiner.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Horse Cafe

7/to w
• Doily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable C.o.
• Call Ls !or Rate'.

Holland Motor Sates
513 S. 12th St.
753-4461

4f, Greed -

:
- 1441
A

ti
)

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
•chargrtll Burgers & Steaks, Fish. Chicken, Pork Chop.
•Dally Lunch & Dinner Specials *Take Outs Available

Hours: Sun. 5:30-8; Mon. Closed; Tues.-Thurs. 5:30-7;
Fri. 5:30-8; Sat. 5:30-8
Hwy 94E across from 'Happy Holm-Jays' •

l'/#

miles

from Murray • 759-9030

Need A Doctor Who's
Willing To Work On
Your Rhedule? ft

Scheduling
your doctor's
appointment in the
evening is no problem.

PrimaryCareknitNoun sm
wt know sometimes you have trouble
getting away from the office or leaving
the house during the day for your doctors
appointment. ,
That's why Primary Care Medical
Center has AFTER HOURS. With
extended office hours, you can see a
doctor for urgent care...or take advantage
of the convenience for medical care

our ( on teMellte Vow Otters

Van Primary Care Physicians:

UPS Pick-Up
l).e,l %iond..

Hollis Clark. MD•internal Methane
loyce Hughes. MD •Pediatrics
Robert Itorolthich. M D•Family Practice
%whirl ,kdams:M
Family Practice

sirT It i•ek Is & sale Stone,
511 • a n# • p in `sal • a rn p in ...on I p to
#1• wort

113/J

Primary tap

Robert Hughes. MD•Family Practice

1 ritfaN

I•11

(502)759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122.

8am.-8 p.m.— Monday - Friday
9a.m.- Noon—Saturday

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
or

ranging from an annual physical to a
routine gynecological checkup.
With five physicians representing
specialties in family practice, internal
medicine and pediatrics, we provide
treatment for patients of all ages.
Walk-ins are welcome, or you can
schedule an appointment by calling

I •••••• kyr • Nir-••• •
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died Thursday. June 1, 1995, at
7:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her husband,
Jesse Dale Smith, died April 11,
1983.

Stock Market Report

1.41#••01 VW

HOG MARKET

Paul and Win Grace and farnIty vs among the groups scheduled to perform at
the seventh annual Four Rivers Folk Festival on June 10-11. The lestivai wIll
feature musical styles ranging from folk to bluegrass and wIll include
traditional folk arts and historical crafts. 010-tIme good food,a well as 20th
century fare, will also be mailable. The Four Rivers Folk Festival will be held
at The Homeplace-11150 in Land Between the Lakes from 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
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